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What's life at Kenyon like, really?
There are at least as many answers to
that question as ther e are students. So
how can Reveille portray this life in a
yearbook? It's simple: through you.
Every Kenyon student chooses a dif
ferent mode of self-expression. We
have captured some of these expres
sions on film and paper and now
present them to you. Thumb through
the book . . . maybe you'll recognize
friends, favorite places, special times.
Maybe you'll even see yourself.
About this year's book. We chose the
magazine format because we felt that it
would help us differentiate between the
many aspects of Kenyon life and allow
us to present them to you in a un ique
manner. So en joy the book — and be
sure to renew your subscription for
next vear.
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Life at Kenyon

Plus: Concerts, Plays,
Senior Week and Commencement,
Student Clubs and Organizations

Kenyon

The Faces, Places and
Traces of Kenyon College

group housing a
viable alternative
summer send-off
features Vassar Clements
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Up Front
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Picks and Pans

Rassias — the new intensive language
program and the "AT's" who make it
work

staged at Kenyon
Senior Thesis Productions prove
successful

Co-ops
Kenyon's group housing:
what many students choose

Sequel

20

Pulitzer prizewinner Shadow Box

28

— Seniors mount Rosse Hall steps for
Senior Sing; Senior Week and

Kaya in concert, 25

Commencement

For a Song

26

Summer Sendoff featuring Vassar

Greeks and Societies

48

Actives

32

— Clubs and activities

Clements highlights 80-81 concerts

Homer Toledo,

23

Star Tracks
On the Move

52

— Were you caught by our
photographers ?

In the yearbook . . .?, 52
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Best place to be on a sunny Friday
Best party attended . . .
— freshman sock hop
— casino night '78
Worst party attended . . .
— freshman sock hop
— grand opening of The Rat
Worst place to be on a sunny Friday
Afternoon . . .
— lab
— make-up seminar

Afternoon . . .
— outside sucking back beers
— Walker's Pond
— Bio "Beach"

— packing for break

CANDID COMMENTS ON .. .
T H E "KENYON EXPERIENCE"

— the end of it

Most exciting adventure • . .

— playing in the slush

— in a plane free falling towards Old

Best part about February . . .

Kenyon
— camping out on the New Apart
ments tennis courts

— the laundry room
Most unique study area . . .
— The Cove

— graveyard by Rosse
— Hanna roof
Least favorite meal . . .
— Sunday dinner
— mystery meat parmesan
— lentil burgers
Worst place to be during rush . . .
— waiting in line for the john
— the South End
Best place to be during rush . . .
— Hoboken, New Jersey
— serving the punch

12
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Intensive Language Program Bursts Into Life at Kenyon
Imagine this: you're sitting at the
desk in an Ascension classroom, listen
ing intently to your instructor.
(Unimaginable, you say? Shut up,
there's more . . .) Kneeling, the
teacher rattles off a phrase, in a
foreign language no less, then with a
brisk finger snap, points in your direc
tion, then whirls around and looks up
directly into your eyes for a response.
Somewhat surprised, but not in
timidated, you repeat the phrase
without a stutter. With a look of
pleasure and pride (and perhaps a
tinge of relief), your teacher embraces
you momentarily, then snaps, points,
and looks to another.
Not your typical classroom ex
perience? Well, incredible as it sounds,
the above scene is actually typical, as
of this year. It's called the Kenyon In
tensive Language Model (KILM) and,
by virtue of a sizeable grant from the
Gund Foundation, was implemented
for the 1980-81 school year in French,
German, Italian, and Spanish intensive
courses.
KILM is Kenyon's version of the
Rassias Method of language learning,
first developed by Dr. John Rassias at
Dartmouth University. Its main
features are fast-paced action,
dramatization, and constant use of the
"target language" in class. Including
daily sessions with a Master Teacher,
in drill sessions, and in the language
lab, the program calls for roughly
twelve hours per week of language im
mersion, but requires very little addi
tional work. The result, as standardiz
ed testing here and elsewhere has prov
ed, is a program which enables
students to attain in a single year the
proficiency of two years' study by con
ventional methods.
An important part of the method, in
fact, what KILM director Peter
Seymour calls "the backbone of the
program," is the AT (Assistant
Teacher), who leads the drill sessions.
In this second hour of class each day,
the student is subjected to rapid-fire
repetition drills, grammar exercises
and games by his AT, in order to prac
tice what he has been taught in his
Master Class. For maximum effect, AT
sessions are limited to eight to ten
students. The student tutors are chosen
after a training workshop held here
each semester.
A major objective in all teaching ses
sions is to keep the students interested,
thinking, and ready to respond quickly
when called upon. To do this, MT's and
AT's often engage in some rather ex
hausting histrionics to dramatize
dialogues and lead drills. As one AT
lamented, "After a full day of classes,
the only thing tougher than getting
yourself psyched to teach them is get
ting psyched to listen." "It's a great
way for me to review," remarked
another AT, "and it really is fun, too
— I'll never be able to work food ser
vice again."

Group housing provides community service and alternative
housing for students
Group housing, which started with
the Spanish wing two years ago and
involved only three organizations last
year, has rapidly multiplied to include
eight co-ops in 1980-81. An alterna
tive to the housing lottery, these inter
est groups not only live together but
also add variety to life on the Hill. The
current housing groups include the
Spanish wing, the French wing, Mather
fourth floor co-op, the Creative Con
servation co-op, the Upperclass Sisters,
FAKE, the Tri Phis, and the P.S. Living
Group.
The Spanish wing initiated interest
housing because of their fascination
with Spanish language and culture
which still flourishes today. Through
their activities, slide shows, and enthu-

A c hecklist of the year's
noteworthy Hossc Hall events
plays, concerts, and other happenings

-Daniel Epstein — One of America's
finest young pianists presented a richly
varied program of Haydn, Barber,
Stravinsky, and Schumann.

-Man reen Gallagher — In a perform
ance that one reviewer called "breath
taking," the violinist played selections
by J.S. Bach, Schumann, Block, and
Gerald Chenoweth.

-Judith Malfroute — Ms. Malfronte
exhibited her beautiful soprano to best
advantage in a series of arias and duets
performed with Boger Andrews.

-The Kenyon College Choir — The
choir presented two programs this year:
Brahm's Requiem, and Handel's Da s
Alexander-Fest with "Let God A rise.
Under the direction of Daniel Robinson
and Dr. Graydon Beeks, the choir gave
strong interpretations of all three
works. Accompanied by full orchestra,
and featuring many guest soloists, th e
choir made an enjoyable listening
experience.

-Mireeourt Trio — The Grinnell Col
lege based trio featuring piano, violin
and cello, gave an enthralling perform
ance. The concert featured themusicol
Mozart, Brahms, and Ohioan Rick
Sowash.
-Ars Musica — The Baroque orchestr.
in a dazzling concert, played mus ic o f
Bach and Handel, and two lesser
known composers, Marini and Zelenkn

-The Kokosingers and The Oul Creek
Singers
I hese two of Kenyon's stu
dent-run
extremely

singing

groups

productive

both

years.

-The Chasers — Another of Kenyon's
student-run singing groups had a suc
cessful building year. After losing most
of its members last year, a crop of
freshmen and one new sophomore
brought in fresh blood. Bopping
through "Java Jive" and doo-dooing
enough to make Simon and Garfunkel
smirk, the group performed several
times at Kenyon and gave concerts in
Zanesville and the Country Court Nurs
ing Home in Mount Vernon.
-Continuum — This unusual group fea
tured provocative late 19th and early
20th century instrumental and vocal
music. It was certainly one of the most
distinctive concerts within recent mem
ory.

VJWST"

-Paul Posnak — This Kenyon faculty
member demonstrated his prowess on

-Chamber Singers — The a capella
group, led by Mr. Daniel Robinson, had
an extremely active year. They gave
three concerts at Kenyon, featuring the
music of Bach, Barber, and Rick
Sowash. In addition, the group per
formed on tour in Chicago, the Ken
nedy Center in Washington, and local
churches.

the keyboard in two recitals. The first
featured early american jazz: demand
ing music which Posnak controls skill
fully. His second recital was marked by
the same strong technique, but this
time featured classical music. Posnak
played the same program in a London
recital in March .

had
The

Kokes, although entertaining last year,
really burst into life by adding chore

-Allegory/The

ography to many of their songs. Several

first of the many student-written senior

Gamekeeper

—

The

new members added to the depth and

theses, Allegory revealed the last days

richness of their sound. The Creekers

of a boy's life through the letters he

released an album this winter that dis

had written to his fiance. Clara Church,

played their close harmonies to advan

who developed the script, gave a touch

tage.

ing portrayal of the fiance making a

In

addition,

their

parody

of

"Washing Dishes" complete with dish

last visit to her former father-in-law to

cloths and Custom smocks delighted

be, played by Evan Jones. 'Gamek

listeners. Peppy new members helped

eeper,' written and directed by Loree

to spice up the old favorites of the

Friedman re-constructed the cosmos

Creeker's repertoire. All in all, both

with God being controlled by Gamek

groups had a successful season.

eeper, a mafia-type thug.

-Dances

for

December —

Visiting

Artist

Sally Bow den led Kenyon's dancers in their
fall concert. The pieces displayed a wide
variety of styles ranging from a collection of
folk dances, free-form movement to African
drums, classical ballet, modern jazz and a
grand finale of* favorite t-shirts danced to
dixieland jazz. Truly a delightful and versa
tile evening of dance.

-The Bundle — Kabuki and Noh tech
niques came to the stage of the H ill
Theater in senior Bob Ferrante's pro
duction of Edward Bond's Brechtian
tale. True to Japanese theatre, Fe rrante held scenery to a minimum.
Instead he allowed the actors' m ove
ments and attitudes to create the set.

-Shadow Box — A n early flawless pro
duction of Michael Cristofer's play
involved the audience in the liv es of
three terminally ill cancer patients in a
hospice. The cast, directed by H arlene
Marley, gave sensitive, moving portray
als of the patients and their fa milies.
Nancy Collings' set and lighting design
created a somber but not morbid envi

-The Indian Wants the Bronx /A Play
for Germs— These two Israel Horovitz
plays helped set the tone for a season of
professional senior thesis drama pro
ductions. In '(»erms,' gonorrhea and
syphillis, played by Niek Bakay and
Boh Davis, try

to outdo each other

ronment which effectively separated
the three families between kitchen
(wheelchair accessible), deck, and In
ingroom areas. Costumes appropriate
to the three lifestyles furthered th is
separation. All in all, Shadow B<>\
proved the versatility of the Bolton
stage, its actors and crews.

staking out a claim in a warm, pink,
fishnet and balloon uterus designed by
Anne Mundcll. Liz Sinithson directed
Bakay, Davis, and

lorn Preston

in

"Indian,' a study of brutality at a New
York bus stop.

-Footpath

and

Dancentral —

These

groups, two of Ohio's finest and most

-Hopscotch —

Freshmen

Virginia

Bobbins and Peter Josephson used

innovative modern dance troupes, pre

the KC for an experimental theater

sented entertaining and intriguing cho

production of this Israel Horovitz

reography to an enthusiastic audience.

play. A bittersweet reunion between

I heir visits attest to the widening popu
larity of dance at Kenyon.

former high school sweethearts, it
showed the darker side of romance
on

Valentine's

day

weekend.

Michael Zorek produced.

-Emlyn

Williams —
By
reading
excerpts from Dicken's novel and short
stories, Williams brought Charles Dick
ens and his characters vividly to life in
a sometime humorous, often moving
performance.
-An Evening of Marivaux — The Bolton
season finale consisted of two one act
comedies by the French farceur. Trans
lated and directed by Thomas Turgeon,
the talented cast and crew resurrected
the broad comedy of the now rare style,
Bien Fait!

-The Dreams and Other Relies of
Homer Toledo— Doug Reed's recipe
for a very funny play: Take New Jersey
(please!) during a hurricane, add one

-A Party of Fools/Out of the Way—

-Hay Fever

—

The Bolton

season

— c o m p a n y —

opened with Noel Coward's story of a
rather eccentric English theatrical fam
ily during a disastrous weekend with
normal houseguests. The comedy, in
spirit, staging and characterization epi

guished

troupe,

founded

|h

i s

by

( J i s ,

J<

H o u s e m a n a l j u i l l i a r d , pa i d K . n v o

sardonic bartender and his boss — the

I wo original senior thesis productions

top executive of a tire company that

brought music, dance, and art to the

produces artificial cheese. Mix with a

Hill stage this year. Kay Lynn John

writer of porn who kids himself about

son's a bstract wave-sculpture make the

maintaining ethical standards, his for

backdrop for 'Fools,' the first dance-

mer

major

social-climbing harpy, and her guile

production

at

Kenyon.

Fred

fiance

who's now

a

paranoic,

„h

Hollingsworth based her concert of

less preppy sister. Fold in one sancti

included workshops on various aspr

dance, poetry and guitar music on the

monious embezzler, an illicit evening, a

three

day

lh,'a"r-

tomized the elegant wit of Coward. A

°f

job bloody well done for director
I homas Turgeon, cast and crew !

durlion .if

visi,

i„

January,

The highlighl of the v

was the moving and simulating „
W
Godot.
a i l i n g fo r

primary characters of the tarot deck.

dog named Dammit, eggs-n-ketchup,

Brett Pierce's ambitious musical told

and a tape deck named Homer Toledo.

the story of the relationships between

Throw the whole mess into the hole for

actors trying to put on a show they

a septic tank and be prepared to be

didn t believe in. Both shows sparked

insulted before you leave. Gotcha!

with imagination and creativity.
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Patience — Roger Andrews and the
Opera Workshop brought Gilbert and
Sullivan's Patience to the H ill theater
with its lovesick maidens, clumsy
dragons, sham poets, and disco
lovegods intact. Patience, you w ere
aesthetically pleasing and we loved
you!
Spring

Dance Concert — Under

Cathy Paine's direction, the Spring
Dance Concert marked another le ap
into the abstract and athletic for K enyon's dancers. Choreographers ex
perimented with fluid, sustained move
ment to bring new style to their pieces.
Many numbers relied solely on th e
music created by dancing feet for a c
companiment. Spectacular colors,
striking music, creative movement
joined forces in this impressive evening
of dance in the Bolton.

Little Canada — Wendy MacLeod
wrote and directed this subtle drama of
a boy who returns home after spending
his college years in New York. His
ultimate defeat in the struggle to
reintegrate himself into the family and
friends he's left behind made a
superbly exciting story.

-Carl Bernstein — former Watergate
investigative journalist Carl Bernstein

-Anthony Burgess — In a series of lec
tures, the distinguished writer/composer
explored
the
relationship
between music and literature. Entitled
"Discordant
Sisters,"
the
talks
explained Burgess' thesis that the
development of the two art forms has
been tightly interwoven and strikingly
similar. Mr. Burgess' expertise in liter
ary analysis and keyboard technique
was in evidence throughout the lec
tures.

-Noam Chomsky — In his lecture on
Cognitive
Psychology,
Chomsky
claimed that environment is not the
main factor in the development of the
human mind. He told us that knowledge grows, it is not acquired; there
fore, we inherit our ability to learn.
-James W hitmore — Three eminent
men stood on Kenyon's stage in the
shoes of James Whitmore. The actor
enthralled his audience with his tal
ented portrayals of Harry S. Truman,
Teddy Roosevelt, and Will Rogers.

versial lecture on the relation between

He feels

the sexes and their role in the crisis of

that

although it does not

deserve the "self congratulation" it has

modernity. Making reference to Toc-

indulged in since the Watergate epi

queville and Rousseau, Bloom stressed

sode, neither does it deserve the dis

the

trust the public has given it in response

between the sexes, and woman's role in

importance

of

the

distinction

to the Nixon administration's "nonde-

the family. He indicated that woman's

nial-denial" tactics. For the American

role has changed, but society has not

press to succeed, Bernstein feels it must

adjusted itself to compensate for it.

"get back to basics."

-Joan Scott — In her lecture on the role
of women in 19th century England and
France, Ms. Scott put special emphasis

-Joseph Cropsey — This eminent polit
ical philosopher alerted a Kenyon
audience to what he believes to be the
crisis of modernity. In Cropsey's view,
liberalism is a theoretically impover
ished
political
structure.
Having
rejected absolute sovereignty, nature,
and The Bible as sources of moral prin
ciple, liberalism has no moral grounds
by which to legitimize its distinction
between justice and injustice. Both the
lecture and the lively debate which fol
lowed stimulated new, if frightening,
ideas.

on women in the working world. Scott
refuted Jules Simone's claim that the
family deteriorates when the woman
works. She concludes that the world sit
uation

often

dictates

the

status

of

women in society.

Godspell — The first of two spring
musicals, this student-produced,
student-directed show pulled from
little-known sources of talent at Ke
nyon. Godspell filled Rosse with its
uplifting display of dancing, singing,
and musicianship.

-The Dixie Dregs — The Dregs tore
Kenyon students away from studying
for exams with an upbeat performance.

-Madeleine L'Engle — This intriguing

-William Sloane Coffin — In February,

author spoke at Kenyon on art and its

this renowned political activist shook

relationship to divine inspiration. In

us out of the winter doldrums with an

further discussions, L'Engle remarked

energy filled lecture and discussion.

an her childhood which developed the

Coffin spoke with authority on the

strong

imagination she uses in her writ-

problems currently

facing

the U.S.

mg today. A powerful woman whose

including the arms race, the draft, and

strength lies in her individuality, faith

Iran.

-K4YA — Reggae group Kaya brought

fnmmented on the struggle which ena

-Diane Fossey — This anthropologist

the Reggae revolution to Kenyon, if
only for one night.

bled her to emerge as the fantasy writer
she is today.

related stories of her life and research

and sense of responsibility, L'Engle

24

Bloom gave a provactive and contro

related the state of the press in 1981.

with

the

White

Gorillas of

Africa.

-The Generators — This hot rock band,

Diane Fossey brought the frustration,

well-known

-James Dickey — "Like threads run

tears, and smiles of her work to Ken

ning into an loom" James Dickey's

yon by portraying not only the impor

shook Kenyon
spring.

poems e ntranced listeners by question

tance of science but its beauty as well.

ing the why of life and death.

in

the

Cleveland

awake

in

time

area,
for

Summer Send-Off
Vassar Clements
Models
Mike "Mad Dog" Adams Band
Astro Sla vs

Led by President Clark Kinlin, the
Senior Class Committee staged a very
successful Senior Week for the class of
1981. Beer, movies, parties, and din
ners enhanced the warm sunny weather
and a good time was had by all.
Perhaps the most interesting time
was dinner, for a sizeable number of
underclassmen

still

on

campus

"adopted" a senior's name to eat. The
phrase, "How could I have eaten if I
haven't been here
heard in Peirce.

yet?" was often

Though for some the week was a
mere celebration, for others it was a
time for reflection, as they realized
graduation was coming all too soon.
The realization that many friends and
familiar

faces would soon be gone

fostered a true sense of class unity. As
the

words of

CSNY

permeated

the

night air at the Robinson's, the real
meaning of Senior Week became clear,
"we are for each other . . ."

Beautiful weather and one of the
largest crowds ever earmarked the
153rd Commencement. Several
honorary degrees were conferred, most
notably to actress Joanne Woodward
and Kenyon's Franklin Miller Jr. LLD
recipient Robert F. Drinan spoke on
the topics of nuclear arms, malnutri
tion, and human rights in his address.
Presented by Faculty Secretary Gerrit H. Roelofs (who spoke impeccable
Latin) each graduate was conferred his
degree by President Jordan. Class
President Clark Kinlin then spoke on
the topic of character, and how each
individual's character is shaped by
their collegiate career.
Congratulations and picture taking
ensued, followed by packing and tear
ful goodbyes as we all left Kenyon,
some of us for the last time ....

1 — COLLEGIAN — F ront, left to
right, Mike Brownstein, Mark
Esposito, Steve Rosenbush, Chris
Burke; 2nd Row, Todd Hengsteler,
Bryan Snyder, Sally McGill, Jodi Proto, Martha Lorenz, Parker Monroe,
Bob Lange; 3rd Row, Nathaniel
Dickinson, Suzy Apel, Andrew Huggins, Alan Klodell, Lynn Travers, J.
Scott Barrett; Missing, Chris Romer,
Dan Shefelman, Jeff Toole, Dave
Deacon, Dale West, Karen
Rockwell, Karen Stevenson, Paul
Weaver, Steve Behrendt. 2 WKCO: Front, left to right, Stu
Shephard, Susan B. Hites hew, Matt
Warner, Jon Cohen, Sara Bernstein,
Rick Klaus, Alyssa Solomon, Neil
Trueblood, Ansil Asbury; back row,
Bill Marshall, Solomon Njie, Jim
Dempsey, Margot Maffei, Mike
Cawley, Sue Robb, Jeff Too le, John
Cannon, Julie Curtis, Marty Beall,
Scott Barrett.

1 — REVEILLE — Front, Left to
Right, Dave Antila, Steve
Zacharkiw; 2nd Row, Mallory
Cremin, Rolf Pendall, Greg Webb,
Jim Whittum, )amey Black; 3rd
Row: Pete Ekland, Amy McKune,
Karin Moorma, Lisa Bodager, Lisa
Disch, Martha Lorenz, Steve
Hays. 2 HIKA - Staff: Pierce Cunn
ingham, Cecilia Lad, Mark Mumford, Micheal Berick, Tom Ebersold,
Bill Hil l, Mimi Musser, Max Pensky,
lonathan Schultze, Mary Ann
Williams, John Windbiel, Stuart
Sheppard. (This picture was taken
by former Art Editor Bill G oidell in
New York City.)

/
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1. -FLYING CLUB - Front, I. to r„
Anne Himmelright, G. Taylor Johnson, Ian Lane, Rich Wathen, Craig
Stevenson, Mary Sexsmith, Ed Spo dick, )on Karkow; Missing: Steve
Szabo, Peter Orne.
2. -RUGBY - Front, I. to r„ Chris
Mayer, Robert Mullarky, Peter Lukidis, Chris Martin, Art Bond, Graham
Robb, Lance Gerstenfeld; 2nd Row:
Tim Rogers, Chris Macias, Mike
VanderLinden, David Scott, Pete
Driscoll, Brian Merryman, Stephan
Hale; 3rd Row: Dean Reading, Dave
Williamson, John Rukosky, Scott
Sayre, Mike Szefranski, Joseph
Reagan, Clint Roenisch, Darwin Toll,
Matt Ennis, Phil Norrish, John
Siphron, Doug Heuck; 4th Row: Ken
Hirsch, Tom Newman, Mike Drost,
Nick Kalm, Jeff Grant, Bill Dickinson.

1. -EQUESTRIAN TEAM - Front,
to r., Coach Ed Daniels, Jean Johans
son, Kathy Williams, Linda Maida,
Dale Slavin, Leslie Sant, Kelley MacDonald, Sarah Nolan, Robin Hoff
man, Eddie; Back Row: Bobby
Frazer,
Mindy
Krause,
Steve
McCartney, Angie Lingl, Lettie
Teague, Joanne Ballin, Ri chard Hannenberg.
2. - ULTIMATE FRISBEE C LUB Front, I. to r., Warren Pemsler, Rich
Talbot, Steve Coleman, Fred Grubb,
Pat Vertino, Jay Anania, Matt
Richey; Back Row: Jeff Webster,
Tim Englert, Paul Temchin, Jeff
Zacharia, Tim Raridon, Chris Shedd,
Brad Remick, Jim Klein, Guy Vitetta,
Todd McDowell, Ralph Smith, Peter
Dayton, Edward Flint, Robb Koretz,
Karl Haiss, Will Talpey, Alex Bourne,
Dave Perry, Jay Townsend, Elise
Bowers.

34
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M

1. -GENERICS — Fro nt, I. to r., Dave
Perry, Rick Samaha, George Carroll,
Jebb Curelop, Keith DeAngelis.
2. -OWL CREEKS - Front, I. to r„
Marie Amorocho, Chris Schrashun,
Sally Ca mp, Meg Zeller, Nancy Fer
guson, Leslie
Spencer, Kathy
Kondo, Page Jones, A retta Kanakaredes, Joan Saslaw, Meg Richey,
Valerie Williamson.

1. -C HASERS - Front, I. to r„ Mary
DeHaven, Caroleigh Ritz, Robert
Blythe, Dave Perry, Bennett Blau,
Rolf Pendalt, Donata Rechnitzer,
Sara Grund ish, Anne Erskine, C arrie
Kochenbach, Mike Gee, Liz P attey.
2. -MUSIC CLUB: — Front, I. to r.,
Sally McGill, Christie Enman; 2nd
Row: Janet Ewing, Joe Isaacs,
Heather Moir, Mary Herman, Hilary
Sparks, Mr. Robinson, Bob Blythe;
3rd Row: Erin Paige, Rob Gardner,
Sara Grundish, Susanna Beacom,
Kathy Wollam, Brian Wilbert, Dr.
Posnak.

36
37
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1. -KCDC — Front, I. to r., Helen
Staveley, Linda Brock, Chris DosRemedios, Lynne Roblin, Tom Pre
ston; 2nd Row: Nick Bakay, )ennie
Patterson, Pierce Cunningham, Bob
Davis, Tammy Thornton, Nagwa
Mikhail, Carl Wenth, Clara Church,
Michael Moran, Maria Amorocho,
Robin Musser, Karin Hartmann, Bev
Balger, Lisa Disch, Carol Pruch, Chris
Cole, Sally McG ill; 3rd Row: Allison
)anney, Anne Ludington, Mary
Thomas, PattiAnn Christie, Peter
losephson, Andy Beck, Ed Spo diek,
Earl Sissell, Deb Cooperman, Liz
Alda, Celia Sedwick, Carolyn Kapner, Anne Mundell, Kurt Kingsley,

Aldona
Kamentauskas,
Wendy
McLeod, Mary Louise Keady, Lau
ren Tribbey, Tom Breen, Ayars
Hemphill, Arianna Tordi, Andy
Cohen, Mike Zorek, )oe Issacs, Mimi
Musser, Maggie Caulkins, Nancy
Collings. 2. -HISTORY CLUB Front, I. to r., Ann Smith, Ann
Thomas, Becky Skidmore, Meg Siesfeld, Andy Newcombe, Virginia
Davlin; 2nd Row: Laurie Read, Leslie
Dotson, Lisa Bra in, Kerry Hall, Lee
lohnson, Tom Keene, Kurt Kingsley;
Missing: Sarah Nolan, Laura Hardenburg, Wendy Rankin, Tony Wood,
Stephen Averill.
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1. -FRIENDS of the MENTALLY
RETARDED - Front, I to r„ Charlie
Pohl, Rachael Unger; 2nd Row:
Mark Taylor, Laura C oleman, Kathy
Sanborn, Reid Click, Nancy Currey
lohn Shapiro, Carolyn Sherer jerry
Johnson. 2. -BIG BROTHERS/SISTERS
- Front, I. to r., Todd McDowell,
Doug Flam, Lorie Brown, Meg Han
del, Dave Stone, Lori Nash, Mary
Bolton, Liz Laroche, Mike Green
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1. -A.P.E.S. — F ront, I. to r , Doug
Certner, |im Trares, Prof. Russ
Ceiger, Belle Potter, Mary Helen
Cline. 2. -FOLKLORE SOCIETY Front, I. to r., Kelly Doyle, Lucinda
Hitchcock; 2nd Row: Anne lay, Fern
Smart, Nick Pappas; 3rd Row: Rolf
Pendall, |im Ricca, Prof. Sacks, Ti m
Roberts.
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1. -CHASE SOCIETY - Front, I. to r„
Dave McNamara, Jim A rcher; Back
Row: Kendra Tice, Mary Bolton,
Elise Bowers, Judee Silverschlag!
Susie Apel, Anne Hotchkiss, Nancy
Todd. 2. -HARCOURT CLUB Front, I. to r., Nancy Currey, Stacy
DePaolis, Linda Day, Sharon Castle,
Jane Warnshuish, Carol Sachs,
Monica Holzworth, Karla Adler, Gail
Cleveland; Back Row: Dale West;
Kristin Hay, Stephanie Suntken,
Diane Simpson, Karen Rockwell,
Susan Han sler, Lettie Teague, Betsy
Dellinger, Karen Anderson, Amy
Durrell, Carol Sright, Erin Paige, Sara
Grundish, Susan G ivens, Judy Vennell.

i
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1. -UNION OF JEWISH STUDENTS
— Fron t, I. to r., jill Kretchner, Ellen
Rosen, Heather Cert, )ohn Shapiro,
Paul Temchin, Nancy Grant, Ian
Lane; In Tree: Ed Spodik, Sara Be rn
stein, Peter Resnik. 2. -DEBATE
SOCIETY — Front, I. to r., Betsy Dellinger, Karen Anderson, Diana Poznanski, Wayne Tompkin, Steve
O'Brien, Edward Schrag; Missing:
Keith Raser, Paul McCartney, Mark
Isabel.
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1. -FRENCH CLUB — Fr ont, I. to r.,
Suzanna Beacom, Kris Kolodny, Erin
Paige; Back Row: Lisa Palais, Jerry
lohnson, Edie DeVegvar. 2. -KFS —
Front, I. to r., Brad Vancott, Steve
Adler, Ann Rock, Dan Dietchweiler
Dave Williamson; Back Row: Lisa
Holdin, lay Anania, Tracy Taylor
)udy Menown, Ed Corcoran, Ed
Spodick, Andrea Cross.
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1/ RECYCLING CLUB - Front: I. to
r., Becca Bennett, Tim Roberts,
Anne O. lay, Jeff Zacharia; Back
Row: David Craig, Tim Slager, Rolf
Pendall, Kelton Boyer. 2/ KARATE
CLUB — Front: I. to r., See Aun
Soon, Steve Peter, Brian Victoroff,
Wai-Meng Kwok, Rick Howell, Ron
Chin; 2nd Row: Betsy Grund,
Annette Kaiser, Rick Samaha, Bennie
Brooks, Matt Warner, Chris Dos
Remedios, Steve Coleman, Martin
Garhart. Back Row: Hil Rizvi, Bill
Barby, Steve Rosenbush, Link Bormann, Jeff H endricks, Fred Turner,
Carol Howell, )ohn Sullivan, Tom
Foo.
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DELTA KAPPA EPSILON - Front,
left to right, Dave Whiteman, Bob
Mullarkey, Malcolm Southerland,
Doug Burns, Chris Bartlett, Don
Gibson, Mac Durret, J. P. Weaver,
Brad VanCott; 2nd Row, Will
Rogers, Chris Adams, Jeff Grover,
Unver Khan, Peter Grantz, Peter
Fischelis, Steve Cohnen, Walker
Bagby, Bill Schmiedeskamp, Gates
Lloyd, Frank Spaeth, Wells Smith,
Corryn Trowbridge. 3rd Row, Jeff
Flynn, John Marks , Nick Haigh,

*

DELTA TAU DELTA — Fro nt — lef t
to right, Marty's brother, Morris
Thorpe, John Cannon, Peter
Driscoll, Joe Grimes, Tim Giragosian, Jo-John Cline, Jim Parker, Steve
Counsell, 2nd Row, Bill Derks, Mar
tian Beall, Kyle Hickock, Dan
Johnson, John Siphron, Bill F ullmer
Kevin Sweeny, Andy Sappey, Vic
tor Nuovo, Larry Levy, Val Schaff
Keith DeAngelis; 3rd Row Rick
Fonkalsrud, Mike Pariano,' Greg
Parini, Jack Emmens, Mark Foreman
David Hunter, Ken Hirsch, Ralph
Smith, Steve Hum, Don Hassler
Dave Dininny, Nick Kalm, Kurt Stedje, Kerry Hall, Dave McNamara, Joe
Topor, Keith Krusz, Peter Dolan
Don Shupe, Kim Peterson, Art
Bond, Dave Guenther.
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PEEPS

Felipe Edwards, Mike Szafranski, Art
Gehring, Bayard Demallie, Doug
Chalmers, John Sharian, Tim Rogers,
Jack Marsh all, Luke Lockwood, Len
Sidon, Don Smith, Mark Robinson,
Lionel Bertrand, Todd Colbert, Hans
Tiedemann, Peter Hennessy; 4th
Row, Doug Ramasayer, Tom
Dorsey, Sam Adams, Pete Ekland,
Clay Capute, Phil Cable, Alex
Luchars, Peter Abraham, Andy
Bunn, Clint Roenisch, Glenn
Schroder.

PEEPS O'KEN YON COLLEGE - Front, left to
right: Rory Mach, Anne Rainsford, Kerney
Kuser, Karl Hoffman, Bob Eggert, Allison
Mackie, Yak, Sara O wens; 2nd Row, Mallory
Cremin, Chris Cole, Paul Murphy, Becca Pease,
Debbie Kittridge, Lucy Hitchcock, Warren
Pensler, Tony Romano, Jone Pascha; 3rd Row,
Rob Kortz, Mimi Fischer, Tori Smith, Diana
Paine, Heidi Wald, Pam Sweet, Bennet Blau,
Chris Macias; 4th Row, Andy McEvoy, Patti
Lynn, Anne Rock, Micheal Rosenfeld, Betsy
Grund, Alan McManus, Chuckar, Carl Werth,
Eric Hauser, Dede Leavell.

ATA
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Ben
$KE
PHI KAPPA SIG MA — Fro nt, left to
right, Harlow Walker, Bill Pumphrey, Dave Antila, Barry Cahill,
Tom Reiter, Dave Holeman, Steve
Dutcher, Stu Campbell, Peter
Seoane, Jim Gulisek, Bill Troyer; 2nd
Row, Burke Walker, Bruce
Freeman, John Mackessy, Ned Kyle,
Jim Archer, Jeff Youngen, Brett
Engler, Jamey Black, Brad Skidmore,
"Ernie," Dave Williamson, Dave
Maloney, Dick Buchanan, "Fedes,"
Rich Tranrield, Homer Toledo, Mark
Wiltshire; 3rd Row, Brent Clark,
Tom Shehan, Mike Drozd, Dave
Rose, "Bad Ronald" Assaf, Bill
Cook, Mark Elder; Missing, John
Stanforth, Jeff Mitzel.

BETA THETA PI — I to r, Front: Scott
Medors, Mike Ginley, Mark
Gallivan, Dave Kuhn, Doug Fisher,
Rich Balka; 2nd Row: Mike Dansky,
Mark Mastrorocco, Pete
Donoghue, Bob Doherty, Tom
Dazey, Steve Clark, 3rd Row: The
Captain, Bud Grebey, Jeff Pasquale,
Doug Beach, Doug Smith, Jim
Mazella, Mike Dillon, Ross Miller,
Evan Jones, W ayne Lingafelter; 4th
Row: Dave Graham (Pres.), Gordon
Stanley, John Coffey, Graham
Heasley, Steve Kelley, Vic Strimbu
(Treas.), Todd Billeter, Jeff Bell,
Dave Edwards, Tabor Keally, John
Schultze, Jim Stueber; 5th Row:
Norman Kenyon, Ludes, Doug
Heuck; 6th Row: Mike Handel, Ron
niev Reagan, Zack Space, Matt
Miller, Doug Fraley, Mark Murphy,
Jim Bal liett, Ean C uthbert; Missing:
Keith Thomas, Greg George,
Wilbur Hane, Mike Simone, Dave
Gingery, Jim Ginley ( V. Pres.), Mark
Daley (Sect'y).

ALPHA DELTA PHI - I to r, 1st
Row: Tom Wickham, Doug Flam,
John Ha wkins (Pres.), Jim Go odwin
and Dawggy, 2nd Row: John
Nielson, Hugh Forrest, Jeff Be tcher,
John Savage, Tim Riazzi, Ron
DeVore, Joel Hagerty; 3rd Row:
Dave Shannon (V. Pres.), Jim Gun 
ner, Jeff Williams, Norman Valz,
Brian Thomas, Tim Carlson, Ed
Dunn, James Parmelli, Steve Hays;
4th Row: Paul Sherbine, Mason
Tolman (Sect'y), Howard Kay
(Treas.), Bruce Berlin, Reed Lynn,
Mike Barrett, Gary Reinke, Dan
Wilson, Dave Scott, John Dix; Miss
ing: Peter Lukidis, Paul Coll
ingsworth, Chris Deryck, Max Pensky, Matt Ennis, Bill Melis, Greg
Gooding
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ARCHON
ARCHONS — I to r, Joe Moore,
Conway Cliff (Pres.), Tim Mclnerny,
Jim Schwartz, Lance Gerstenfeld
(Sec'ty.), Nancy Powers (Treas.),
Chris Romer, Mike Rapaport, Jon
Kay, Mark Horikawa, Kathy
Jamison, Bill Knopp (V. Pres.), Phil
Norrish, Susan Sales, John W agner,
Caroline McKinley; Missing: Ken
Catter, Tim Englert, Mark Mendes.

ALPHA LAMBDA OMEGA (and
friends) — Fron t, I to r: Lyman Ross,
Neil Mahoney, Matt Karshner; 2nd
Row: Jerry Johnson, Mike Green,
Paul Temkin, Ellen Montague,
'"Rock" Smay, Tim Slager, Chip
Burke, Chris Ferrall, Monica
Holswarth, John Bernstein (Pres.),
Greg Sessler (V. Pres.).

DELTA PHI — I to r, 1st Row: Eric
Waskowicz, Brian Ranee, Mike Fitz
gerald, Tom Robinson, Graham
Robb; 2nd Row: Doug Page, Kip
Haselton, Chet Baker, Jim Wig gins,
Bill Rigger, Fred Roffman, John
Bauerschmidt; 3rd Row: Todd
Hengsteler, Jeff Seidel, Chip Erb,
Jeff Cahn (Pres.), Paul McCartney,
Don DeVere, Kevin Bebb (Treas ),
Bryan Merryman, Joe R eagan, Jon
Meyer, Tony Elkis; 4th Row: Rick
Bell, C ameron McCrady, Mike Put
nam, John Tomes, John Hawn,
Steve Currier (Sec'ty), Matthew
Quilty, Joe Cape rna, Dan Dessner!

Mark Esposito, Kurt Heyssel, Eric
Lausch, Ste ve Oatway, Mark Boettler; 5th Row: Grant Edwards, Andy
Folkerth, Dave Roberts, Jan Klamar,
Todd Allen, Bob Brooks, Tom
Faulkner, Jay A bbot, Craig Richard
son; 6th Row: Doug Hoyt, Tim
Truitt, Jeff K ovach, Rick Berggren,
Frank Top, Chris Martone, Ben
Barnett; Missing: Fritz Goodman,
Bob Heyssel, Pat Schlemmer, John
Chabut, Geoff Snow, Jim Zellner (V.
Pres.), Marty Goldman, Steve
Behrendt, Jay Easton, Eric Hauser,
Dave Roegge, Bob Place, Carl
Howald (Soc. Chair.)
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Success and Kenyon Swimming: the
two are synonymous these days.
Kindergarten students can no longer
count high eno ugh to keep up with the
Conference tally now sported by the
men's team, and t he Swimmin' Women
have no w won five OAC Champion
ships in five tries; a feat which has mov
ed them we ll out of the men's shadow
and into a position of respect in their
own right.
But this year's season was successful
from another standpoint: for the first
time, the men's season overlapped with
the women 's. This me ant that the two
teams had to alternate practice hours
on a weekly basis, had to share the
training facilities in Florida, and had to
show patience with Coach Jim S teen,
whose job it was to somehow co
ordinate the crowding of two quality
teams into the confines of Shaffer Pool.

AWESOME!
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That everything went smoothly as silk,
that the women won Number Five and
and the men Number Twenty-Eight,
was indicative of what will no doubt be
remembered as th e finest year yet for
Kenyon Swimming.
However, this year will be best
remembered as the year that the men,
after having lost badly to Johns Hopkins
in "the last great dual meet" to be
swum in Shaffer, came back to life to
literally destroy Hopkins at the NCAA
meet held at Oberlin, garnering their se
cond straight National Championship in
the process. Kenyon Coach Jim Steen
was named "Coach of the Year" for the
third straight year, and fourteen of(the
Lords established themselves as AllAmericans by finishing in the top twelve
in their respective events. As a wh ole, it
was the Lord's phenomenal depth that
produced their second straight NCAA
victory; one that in many respects was
more satisfying than the first.
For the Ladies, the same sort of
"come from behind" victory was
achieved at the OAC meet, as they
pooled their talents to crush a strong
Wooster squad that had dominated
much of the dual meet season. Eight of
the Ladies traveled to the National
Championships in Iowa, and all eight
achieved All-American status as Kenyo n
finished a respectable twenty-sixth in
the first real attempt at competing at the
National level.
The time-honored tradition of Shaffer
Pool was expressed throughout the
season by way of signs proclaiming
"Witness the Greenhouse Effect," an
effect which will inevitably be lost as the
Kenyon Swimming teams make their
move to the new pool contained within
the ARC. From a training standpoint, the
new facility will no doubt enhance the
continued upward movement of the
Kenyon Swimming program. But it was
in Shaffer Pool where it all began, and if
swimming performances are any way of
saying "goodbye," Kenyon's swimmers
said goodbye rather well.

INDIAN SUMMER AND
C O L D R AINY DAYS . . .
Cross Country is th at rare sport with
few participants and even fewer spec
tators, an activity whose best moments
are determined by the capricious fall
weather; when a cold rain which most
people are avoiding inside sets the stage
for an enduring five mile slog, or when
Indian Summer brings a gold specked
beauty to a forest trail which runners
suddenly crash rudely along, oblivious
of everything but the opponent behind
and the next turn ahead.
The 1980 Kenyon Cross Country
season began with an inconspicuousness suitable for the sport's
usual role of anonymity on this campus
or any other. Several team members
spent a week at Coach Nick Houston's
house before school began, running
five miles in the morning through fog
lingering from the night before, and
then ten miles in the afternoon in the
humidity and heat of late summer in
Ohio. This tr aining as w ell as the return
of five members of last yea r's 11-1 var
sity squad, clearly pointed to new
plateaus for the team.
The biggest asset for the men was the
return to the team of senior Bob Stan
dard, school record holder in the 5000
from the spring before, whose 120
miles a week over the summer promis
ed great things. Five sophomores, Mike
Helme, Jim Pa rmele, Andrew Huggins,
Mike Vanderlinden, and Marty
Goldman, were back, joining seniors
Dan Dewitt (Co-Captain) and Fritz
Goodman, and juniors Jeff C ahn (1979
MVP) and Ed Corcoran. Freshmen Mike
Claser and Eric Lausch rou nded out the
squad.
The team finished its season with two
strong performances in a row. The
Saturday before Conference the team
ran at the Denison Invitational, where
they avenged their earlier loss to
Wooster by beating the Scots, and
everyone else but Otterbein, to finish
2nd of 8 teams.

RUNNING WILD ...
THE ROAD
TO WISCONSIN

At Conference the following week
the team experienced only a minor let
down as it failed to qualify for the
Regional meet, finishing 6th of the 14
OAC teams. However, it was still the
best Kenyon finish ever, and both Stan
dard and Helme put in outstanding per
formances and qualified for Regionals as
individuals.
Under Coach Houston's patient hand
and endless optimism, the team turned
in performances this season which were
highly indicative of Cross Country at its
best; competitive, immensely en
joyable, and of course obscure. The
team is ready for next year, and will be
back out in that Ohio heat come
September, eagerly awaiting both In
dian Summer, or perhaps cold rainv
days too.

The mention of the sport Cross
Country conjures up images of lone
runners loping across hilly courses.
However, for the women's Cross
Country team the year was marked not
only by individual triumphs, but by an
incredible team spirit. The closeness o f
the team was made possible by the
generosity of its members. During a
meet, every ru nner was concerned for
the others, as wel l as herself . This co n
cern was fostered by workouts that
were almost identical for each team
member. The encouragement of her
fellow team members during these
workouts made each runner want to do
the best not only for herself, but for the
team. The enthusiasm was well reward
ed. the team was un defeated in season
meets, and placed second in the con
ference meet, earning a trip to Madison,

Wisconsin and the regional meet.
The trip to Madison epitomized the
spirit of tne team. To get there they all
had to run well, and once they got
there they had fun. The team wore
Halloween masks on the van to and
from the meet. This would, in the words
of one team member, "freak out" peo
ple at gas stations. Mealtimes were
another opportunity for togetherness.
The women would eat o ff each other's
plates, split portions, and play games.
The race itself was a low pressure situa
tion for most of the runners. Some r an
for the sheer joy of running, with good
results: the team had placed seventh
out of fourteen teams in the first
regional it had entered. Perhaps the
team's attitude was best summed up by
one member: "Whenever I was in pain,
I smiled."

CAL I

FOOTBALL
While traversing the highlands of
Gambier one brisk autumn day, I hap
pened upon a peculiar sight: on a field
below me was a group of uniformed in
dividuals running about a great field,
chasing an odd leather ball. On one side
of this field was massed a group of 30
or so men, clad in blue and white garb.
Some of their comrades were engaged
in battle upon the striped field with an
equal number of opponents. The blue
and white men, referred to by a
vociferous bunch of citizens standing
nearby as the 'lords," were out
numbered and outsized by their opposi
tion. Yet, despite their lesser number,
they seemed to be behaving in a man
ner quite disturbing to their opponents,
for whom the nearby citizens had a pro
fusion of colorful appellations. Eventual
ly, the competition came to a halt and
the units dispersed. I was left alone to
ponder that extraordinary group of
men, who overcame lack of size and
number with intensity and spirit to fare
admirably on the field of competition.

Bottom Row, I to r.: T. Keally, B.
Vancott, ). Mackessey, N. Kenyon,
D. Smith, M. Gallivan, ). E hrbar, P.
Donoghue, T. D azey, D. Kuhn; Se
cond Row: P. Pe terson, J. S tueber,
D. Graham, V. Strimbu, D. Gingery,
D. Beach, J. Wa shko, ). C offey, G.
George, ). Mazzella, M. Ginley, W.
Heiser; Third Row: C. Mapel, M.
Handel, M. Fox, M. Dillon, |. Ginley,
D. Fraley, K. Thomas, Z. Space, R
Miller, G. Heasley, D . Mechem, G.
Christman, T. McHugh; Fourth
Row: M. Murphy, ). Balliett, D.
Fisher, T. Billiter, D. Heuck, D. Clay,
R. Balka, ). Bell, M. Miller, M.
Mastrorocco,). Keller.
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think they'll all agree it was a g ood
year. Too many injuries, a few embar
rassing mistakes, but the progress and
the improvement made was great. An
integralil part of every game this year
was the van rides. Who could forget
the luxurious comfort of the school
vans? Players with more ... refined
tastes were relegated to the "Disco
Van," the other van left its choice of
station to its exalted driver, Tony Elkis.
Complaints ran high though, when the
station switched every time Queen "Bit
the Dust," or whenever else T ony got
the urge ... the games, of course, had
their memorable aspects too. BladwinWallace was one of the best played,
with Tim Truitt giving us the win in dou
ble overtime, and the team getting a
total of 50 shots at goal ... the first
game was memorable in its way, the
only ones who scored were freshmen.
What were they trying to do? impress
the coach? One parting honorable
mention. Senior Chris Bartlett finished
out his soccer career this season by
scoring one goal against M t. Union, his
only point in 4 years. Good job Chris . . .
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games than at home? Then there were
the sundae sprees with Wanda - van
rides on uncharted backroads - last
minute (second) wins, usually in double
overtime — Cric ket, our loudest fan —
Wanda in her Softball uniform - french
braids — The Office — the disco van
— never enough Tab — Anne's ever
present camera - the parents who
came to Tournaments - Mr. Eld's
green pants and movie camera at na
tionals — havin g to have two parties so
that we could finally see the films - Ex

LADIES DRIVE
FIELD HOCKEY TO
NATIONAL ARENA
The 1980-81 Ladies Field Hockey
team had the most successful season
that a women's team has had at Kenyon. Placing in the top twelve teams at
Nationals was a definite thrill. Placing se
cond to Denison (despite our "Better
Dead Than Red" shirts) in both States
and Regionals, was not. Most of all,
though, the season was fun. The eigh
teen girls who stuck out the first few
weeks of practice gained more than
nicknames and an intimate knowledge
of fast food salad bars from Ohio to
Virginia, we developed a camaraderie
that expressed itself both on and off the
field. The spirit of camaraderie made us
a team to be reckoned with. What,
then, will we remember of the season
after we have forgotten the injuries,
hard work, and packed lunches? First o f
all, there were the fans — why were
there usually more people at away

cessive Mouth, Elbows, and Green
Cards — The W. Va. Turnpike — "B ut
Miss Burke, I've never been over the
Ohio River before!" - 8 a.m. games
with frost on the ground and gloves the Hollins Holsteins, "are they real or
are they only cardboard cutouts?" the team; Celeste and Susie, cocaptains, Reed and Celeste, the seniors,
Schmen, Where's the space case?, th e
parrot squad, Wanda. It was a very
good year.

'MERS!

1-WOMEN SWIMMERS — First Row, I. to r.,
Katrina Singer, Barb Stephenson, Susie Stitzel, Kris
Kennard; 2nd Row: Carolyn Wilson, Lynn Ruess,
Lisa Sanders, Helen Bechtolt, Carol Leslie; 3rd Row:
Rose Brintlinger, Karen Dearmont, Amy Reutschler, Kay Hawn, Laura Chase. 2-MEN SWIM
MERS — First Row: I. to v., Dave Carman, )oe
Crimes, |im Parker, )oe Wilson, Steve Counsell;
2nd Row: Scott Sterling, Kevin Sweeney, Don
Shupe; Don Hassler, Mike Soloman, Bill Fullmer,
Steve Hays; 3rd Row: Chris Shedd, Steve Neri,
Dan Shefelman, Andy Sappey; 4th Row: Gregg
Parini, Brian Horgan, Peter Loomis, Dave Dininny,
Steve Benoit, )ohn Robrock, Kim Peterson, |oe
Topor, Bill D erks, Mark Foreman; Last R ow: Jack
Fmens, Brad Butler, Dave Guenther.
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INDOOR TRACK
In what one team member called a
"dress rehearsal" for the outdoor sea
son, the men's and women's indoor
track team grew together while running
in what the team called the "quaint old
barn"-a.k.a. Wertheimer Fieldhouse.
Mr. Pete Peterson, in his first year of
coaching, put the team through intense
workouts that often lasted late into the
night. The team missed dinner many
times because of these late sessions.
Thse efforts produced at least one nota
ble achievement: Bob Standard broke
the school record in the one and two
mile races. The women, coached by Bill
Heiser, accomplished the same team
spirit and unity during their season as
well. Said one runner, "Meets were truly
secondary to practices, which really
brought us together."

A New Era...
ARC — The Ernst Center
For some, that giant new building called
the ARC was fo rgotten almost before the
first ground was broken. I f yo u didn't play a
sport and never got down below Bolton
Theater, the AR C and its construction was a
kind of campus white elephant which
nonetheless you never really payed atten
tion to. Periodically you would catch sight of
it, after a gap of a month or so, and be ge
nuinely amazed at how far along it was.
For others, the ARC was a daily sight,
whose construction stuck so close to the
proposed schedule that new additions could
be spied regularly. For Kenyon's athletes and
coaches and spectators (some of whom, like
the football team, would barely use the
facility at all) its presence was always felt, in a
healthy sens e, if only becaus e being down
there everyday you couldn't help at lea st to
see it.
Collegian articles through the year sided
with the administr ation's viewp oint and of
fered only to answer the ostens ible campus
question of "What is the ARC?" The more
pressing question to many however, was ac
tually "W hy the ARC?" In order of campus
construction, the ARC c ame before a much
needed addition to the Library. Why did the
College, people asked, which attracts
students almost solely on its academic
reputation, forego book shelves for locker
rooms?
Athletic Director Jeff Vennell correctly
pointed out that "you had to have come
from a pretty small high school to have
facilities as poor as Kenyon's." And as timely
and quaint as Sh affer pool was, the Swim
team, now National champs, had simply

outgrown it. In addition, many promising
student-athletes were obviously going
elsewhere to school, often influenced by a
single tour of rickety Wertheimer.
The building of the ARC, and the accom
panying new track, the renova tion of Wer
theimer, and the addition of several new
playing fields, involved several traditions
passing before the advent of the new. Yet
the campus bare ly reacted to this aspect of
the new facilities. Ever since the student
committee for ARC-planning disbanded itself
in the fall of 1978, citing lack of ad
ministrative support, the plans for the ARC
were accepted quite passively by the stu
dent body. Indeed w hen Shaffer pool, the
home of one of Kenyon's most lauded tradi
tions, was turned into the much needed
dance studio, the expected uproar was
curiously no more than a few halting
complaints.
Amidst these varying college opinions, the
main question of athletics over academics
still continues. Although many people have a
variety of answers, the best one pr obably is
that Kenyon finally ha s the facilities which it
desperately needed for at least the past
eleven years - if not longer. Ideally, the
ARC was meant as a campus, and not just
athletic center, and with healthy campus
participation, another Kenyon tradition, it
will become such a thing. The Library Annex
is schedule d next, and so perhaps th e only
important question remaining five years
hence will be why one before the other? But
by then we'll have both, and only their
places in line will have been different.
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BASKETBALL - VOLLEYBALL

There is an undefinable element, an
indefatigable energy source that keeps a
team with a losing record competitive.
There is a sense of achievement from
effort and enthusiasm that marked the
1980-81 version of the women's basket
ball team. Unlike so many teams whose
numbers dwindle when the bright light
of victory flickers and grows dim, the
Ladies stuck together as a gro up of ath
letes determined to grow and work
against t he formidable odds of superior
programs as o ther schools. The Ladies
were bona fide proof that success ca n
not always be measured in terms of vic
tories gained, but must necessarily be
assessed according to the degree of ful
fillment that each individual achieved.
To them goes perhaps the greatest
compliment that can ever be bestowed
upon a group of athletes: you were
competitors in the truest sense of the
word.

You could kind of guess wh at kind ot
team this was the minute it b oarded the
van for another trip to some far away
enemy court. See, sometimes teams can
get sort of lackadaisical and nonchalant
once they start winning. Well the Ladies
didn't run into that problem. They net
ted a dandy 13-15 record and led the
league in singing. They had this rowdy
Captain, see, this Karen Stevenson, and
whenever she wasn't whaling on the
opposition she and her buddy Lauren
Weiner would just start whaling on their
guitars.
They'd sit there picking and plucking
and singing real fine, and pretty soon
everbody'd be joining in. So you kind of
got the feeling you were watching
something special here — a bunch of
good friends who got together to jam a
little and play some volleyball and win a
lot. That's a pretty damn good combina
tion.

Siiliiii!
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BASKETBALL

An era in the history of Kenyon Bas
ketball came to a close w ith the finish of
the 1980-81 season. Next year the Lords
will dribble out of the dusty confines of
Wertheimer fieldhouse and into the
newly-constructed ARC. The old airforce hangar will long be remembered
as the home of past teams, and the
proving ground for former All-Ameri
can's John Rinka and Scott Rogers.
This year's squad posted a 10-16
record and extended their season into
the second round of the Ohio Athletic
League playoffs before losing a hotly
contested battle to Ohio Northern, 6155. Kenyon was competitive throughout
the schedule due to a tenacious and dis
ciplined defense which held opponents
to an average of only sixty-one points
per game. Juniors Bill Melis and Gary
Reinke led the offensive attack and
were instrumental in a mid -season upset
of nationally-ranked Baldwin-Wallace
58-57.
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GOLF

Led by Daddy Z the golf team had
one of its best seasons i n many years.
Beginning with the monsoon laden
Marietta tournament, continuing
through the frost-bitten Denison invita
tional, and finishing with the rain struck
OAC Championship, the team managed
to hold its own. The team consisted of
John Griffen and five supporting actors.
Daddy Z is waiting for the year when
the nighttime zest expressed in the
motel rooms carries over to the course.
The team would like to express thanks
to Ed fo r his f ine hospitality and "Spaz"
for providing us w ith continuous comic
relief.

What can be said about the
Women's LaCrosse team that hasn't
already been said? We finally beat
Denison. We only lost one — our first
against Denison. We had a good time,
even though it rained a lot. But — w hat
stands out? Mr. Vennell — who came
to work one day, and didn't get home
until after he had taken three van loads
of girls to our first game, and his first as
a Women's LaCrosse coach, in Wooster
. . . Cricket — who never could find a
comfortable place to lay in the vans . . .
losing two-thirds of the team around
every corner . .. Coach Burke . . . great
days . . . BEATING DENISON ... the
team.

WOMEN'S AND MEN'S TRACK

This ye ar was a yea r of changes and
new experiences for the Women's Out
door track team: six of its eleven
members were freshmen; even the
track and field were new. The team's
core was the indoor track team, who
after getting dizzy running on the small
track inside all winter, appreciated the
new surroundings. The team made
great strides in warmups, when frisbee
tossing was a common pastime. But
they paid off: Megan O'Donnell and
Ann Batchelder set records in the discus
and two track events respectively. The
team performed well as a whole, plac
ing fourth at the Kenyon relays, and
seventh at Divisionals. The team ex
pects more good results next year, since
this year's members will all be returning.
Ideal spring running weather and a
good dose of the old college try gave
the small but versatile 1981 men's track
team a real boost this season. Especially
boosted was team captain Bob Stan
dard, who drew on a strong training
base and raced in distances from the
800 meters to the 5000m: by the time
the season was over he had firmly
established himself as Kenyon's finest
distance runner ever, holding the 800,
mile, 1500, two mile, 5000, and 10,000
records.
With five other seniors, Chet Baker
(discus), Mark Daily (400, 800), cocaptain Dave Thomas (Long and Triple
jump) and Kyle Hickok and Pete Dolan
(pole vault), the team was well led both
indoors and out. Sophomores Fred
Barends (400, 200), Andrew Huggins
(Steeplechase), Mike Helme (1500,
5000, 10,000), Ross Miller and joe
Moore (Shot, Discus), Marty Goldman
(800, 1500), Garth Rose (110, 400
hurdles), and Ian Lane (middle-distance)
filled out the remainder of the team.

rr

WOMEN'S AND MEN'S TENNIS

CLUBS
In early Septem ber, on a hu mid Sun
day afternoo n, a l arge group gathered
at the Gambier Community Center field
in a desire to play the fast, exciting game
of women's soccer. The coaches, Tom
Robinson and Stewart Wiley scrutinized
the team. Little did they know what
they were in for.
"How many of you played soccer last
year?" they asked the group.
Six hands went up.
"How many of you played soccer in
high school?"
Several more hands rose into the air.
"How many of you have never
played before?"
Five or six more crept into the air.
"Hmm," the coaches nodded smiling.
"Run three laps."
Since that first day our hardy group
has progressed from being a scattering
of individual s of varying abilities to one
unified team all qu ite learned in the art
of soccer. This tran sformation was due
very much to the coaches and their
assortment of semi-sadistic exercises,
such as sprints, "suicides" and variations
on suicides.
Soccer was for us a club only in
name. W e had three practices a week
when the field was available and played
games against other schools, such as:

84

The Women's Tennis team had a suc
cessful year. They won the Satellite
Tournament and placed seventh out of
32 teams at Conference with the
doubles team Kathy Jameson and Linda
McLaughlin reaching the final round.
The ladies were very excited and proud
over their performance this year, as was
their coach, Sandy Martin. They look
forward to more fun and success next
year.
Both teams went to Florida to relax
from Kenyon (and to get their games in
shape). The Men's team came back
very tanned, but a little too relaxed.
They placed third in conference behind
Denison and Ohio Wesleyan, and tied
for Second in the GLCA Tournament.
They look forward to a better year
next year although they will lose captain
Kerry Hall, their number one singles
player. They won't, however, lose their
strong camaraderie and those great
Florida tans.

I
f

j
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Ohio Wesleyan, Wooster, and Denison.
Much has ch anged since our first game
of the season against O .W.U. when we
were unable to even call to a team
mate, not knowing her name. Slowly
but surely through the past m onths our
team has become more unified, more
aggressive, and more knowledgeable

by our coaches' determination, captain
Anne Thomas' bubblegum handouts,
and the general enthusiasm. Perhaps in
terms of victories, ours was not an
outstanding season. In terms of skills
learned and friendships made,
however, it was a winning one.
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WOMEN'S BASKETBALL

FIELD HOCKEY
Kenyon

FOR THE
RECORD
FOOTBALL
Kenyon
0
37
17
14
7
17
20
0
0

Opponent
De Pauw
23
Case Western
7
Ohio Wesleyan
34
Oberlin
Heidelberg
35
Marietta
6
Otterbein
26
Baldwin-Wallace
37
Mount Union
20

R. Bakla, ). Balliett, D. Beach (CoCapt.), ). Bell, T. Billeter, D. Clay, J.
Coffey, T. Dazey, M. Dillon, P.
Donoghue, ). Eh rbar, D. Fisher, M.
Fox, D. Fraley, M. Gallivan, G.
George, D. Gingery, ). Ginley, M.
Ginley, D. Graham, M. Flandel, G.
Heasley, D. Heuck, N. Kenyon, ).
Klamar, D. Kuhn, E. Kyle, J.
MacKessy, C. Mapel, M.
Mastrorocco, ). Mazzella, D.
Mechem, M. Miller, R. Miller, M.
Murphy, D. Smith, Z. Space, V.
Strimbu, ). Stueber, K. Thomas, B.
Van Cott,). Washko (Co-Capt.).

VOLLEYBALL
Kenyon
2
2
1
0
2
0
2
0
0
0
0
3
0
1
1
2
0
2
2
2
2
2
2
1
1
2
1
0

Opponent
1
M.V. Nazarene
0
Marietta
2
Baldwin-Wallace
2
Capital
1
Oberlin
2
Wilmington
1
M.V. Nazarene
2
Otterbein
2
Wittenberg
2
Ohio Northern
2
Bluffton
2
Ohio Dominican
2
Muskingum
2
Ashland
2
Sinclair College
1
Lorain Community
2
Defiance
0
Oberlin
0
Cedarville
1
M.V. Nazarene
0
Newark OSU
1
Case Western
0
Urbana
2
Dennison
Wooster
2
1
Malone
M.V. Nazarene
1
Mount Union
2

). Entzeroth, L. Hanchett, M.
Holzwarth, S. Fluds on, J. Main e, K.
Mali, L. M cLaughlin, M. O'Donnell,
). S chancupp, D. Schaub, C. Smith,
H. Sparks, M. Stanton, K. Stevenson
(Capt.), K. Weeks, L. Weiner.

1

3
1
2
5
0
5
0
6
3
2
0
1
2
1
1
0
0

Opponent
Denison
2
Wittenberg
0
Ohio Wesleyan
2
Marietta
0
Muskingum
0
Kent State
1
Cedarville
0
Ohio State
2
Oberlin
0
OAISW State
Cedarville
0
Wooster
1
Denison
1
OAISW Midwest
Marion, Ind.
0
W. Virginia Wes.
1
Denison
3
OAISW National
Lynchburg, Va.
0
Hartwick, N.Y.
2
Oneonto, N.Y.
2

C. Caldini, S. C orey, V. Deely, W.
Eld, D. Gallagher, H. Heyssel, S. Hill,
A. Himmelright, G. Keefe, N. Klein,
L. Ladd, S. Miller, S. Morrill, C.
Richards, K. Rockwell, C. Penney,
G. Spears, R. Valliant.

Kenyon
69
38
37

50
43

51
44
44
45

38
77

50
48
43
44
55
41
65
45

Opponent
M.V. Bible College
51
Heidelberg
48
DePauw
58
Denison
43
Kent State Trumbull 58
Baldwin-Wallace
95
M.V. Nazarene
50
Case-Western
58
Walsh
80
Mount Union
72
Denison
75
Otterbein
75
Marietta
42
Capital
60
Urbana
62
Newark-OSU
91
Oberlin
50
Wilmington
66
Wilberforce
54

M. Ashley (Co-Capt.), K. Corcoran,
S. Hershey, A. Himmelright (CoCapt.), B. Murphy, L. Palais, L.
Parker, C. Penney, C. Pillsbury, M.
Salmon, A. Van Etten, K. Weeks.

WOMEN'S LACROSSE

MEN'S SWIMMING
Kenyon
64
60
36
36
66
87
67
40
64
71
61
55
76
1st
1st

Opponent
John Carroll
46
Denison
35
Johns Hopkins
75
Miami (Ohio)
76
Bowling Green
45
Wooster
26
Wright State
43
Ohio State University 7 1
Ohio University
47
Oberlin
42
Allegheny
Youngstown State 38
Ohio Wesleyan
25
OAC Championships
NCAA Championships

S. Benoit, E. Butler, D. C arman, 5.
Counsell (Co-Capt.), W. D erks, D
Dininny, J. Em ens, M. Foreman, W.
Fullmer, J. Grim es, D. Cuenther, D.
Hassler, S. Hays, J. Horgan, P
Loomis, S. Neri, G. Pa rini, J . Parker
(Co-Capt.), K. Peterson,). Robrock,
W. Rogers, A. Sappey, C. Shedd, D.
Shefelman, D. Shupe, M. Solomon,
S. Sterling, K. Sw eeney, J. T opor, J.
Wilson (Co-Capt ).

WOMEN'S SWIMMING
CROSS COUNTRY
Opponent
(Low Score Wins)
25
Muskingum
31
22
Oberlin
89
22
Muskingum
57
22
Wittenberg
67
22
Capital
23
36
Wooster
33
36
Oberlin
67
15
Denison
49
12th
Malone Relays
of 26
10th
OAC
of 20
Championships
5th
All-Ohio Relays
A. Batchelder, R. Brintlinger, ).
Cahn, E. Corcoran, G. Daly, D.
Dewitt (Co-Capt ), C. Galinat, M.
Glaser, M. Goldman, F. G oodman,
M. Helme, A. Huggins,). Johnson, E.
Lausch, ). Parmele, M. Pasquale, M.
Robinson (Co-Capt ), M. Sorenson,
R. Standard, M. VanderLinden.

Kenyon
20

Kenyon

69
80
85
93
2nd
50
86
1st
26th

Opponent
Ohio University 111
University of
Kentucky
65
Denison
61
Johns Hopkins
45
Youngstown
State
45
GLCA
Wooster
81
Ohio Wesleyan
53
AIAW
Nationals
of 80

A. Batchelder, H. Bechtolt, R.
Brintlinger, L. Chase, K. Doyle, K.
Hawn, K. Kennard, C. Leslie, S.
Michaux, A. Rentschler, L. Ruess, L.
Sanders, K. Singer (Co-Capt.), B.
Stephenson (Co-Capt.), S. Stitzel, V.
Taylor, C. Wilson.

MEN'S BASKETBALL
SOCCER
Kenyon
3
1
2
0
5
1
1
1
2
0
3
3
0
3

Opponent
Case Western
2
Wright State
4
Xavier
2
Ohio Wesleyan
1
Muskingum
1
Wittenberg
0
Oberlin
^
Denison
1
Baldwin-Wallace
1
Wilmington
3
Alumni
2
Mount Union
4
Wooster
3
Ohio Northern
1

F. Ah lers, W. Alderman, C. Bartlett,
S. Bartlett, L. Bernard, G. Carroll, C
Cliff, D. Conrod, M. Durrett, S. Dutcher, R. Doherty, A. Elkis, P.
Fischelis, ). Flynn, D. Gifford, C.
Greene, P. Hennessy, T. Kelly, R.
Klaus, S. Lev in, J. Marsh all, M. Marrano, D. Melone, D. Page (CoCapt), ). Peters, ). Reagan, D.
Roberts, G. Rose, R. Smith, F.
Spaeth (Co-Capt ), D. Stone, G.
Stone, M. Szanfranski, ). Tazewell,
P. To bin, P. Trimble, T. Truitt, F. Vimond, W. Winters.

Kenyon
50
72
69
61
53
62
54
66
50
49
50
58
55
53
67
58
62
43
49
73
63
61
42
62
55

Opponent
50
IU-PU, Indianapolis
57
IU-PU, Fort Wayne
59
M.V. Nazarene
60
Rose-Hulman (Ind.)
57
Earlham (Ind.)
67
John Carroll
86
Cleveland State
53
Wilberforce
69
Grove City, Pa.
60
Capital
Urbana
67
50
Denison
Ohio Northern
77
Wooster
61
Heidelberg
75
Baldwin-Wallace
57
Marietta
51
Muskingum
51
Otterbein
55
Oberlin
68
Capital
54
Mount Union
74
Wittenberg
54
Mount Union
55
Ohio Northern
61

M. Barrett, G. Bolton (Capt.), P. Collinsworth, R. D eVore, H. Forrest, J.
Han, N. Kenagy, R. Lynn, W. Melis,
G. Reinke, T. Riazzi,). Savage.

WOMEN'S INDOOR TRACK
Kenyon
3rd
4th
61
61
38
38
4th

71
2nd
3rd
99
4th
7th

Opponent

Baldwin-Wallace
Traingular
Ohio Wesleyan
Quadrangular
Marietta
Heidelberg
Wooster
Oberlin
Div. Ill Invitational

172

Kenyon Invitational

0

Div. IllInvitational

«

Opponent

57

rr

Oberlin
Livingston Relays
Marietta
Heidelberg
Wooster
Oberlin
Capital
OUTDOOR TRACK

40
40
5th

Muskingum

6th

OAC Relays

54

Muskingum

69

Marietta
ONU Triangular

3rd
3rd
6th
13th

WOMEN'S TENNIS
Kenyon
4
9
3

0
1

5
5

6
5
2
1st
7th

MEN'S TENNIS
Kenyon
4
1
8
7
2nd
1
2
9
4
3rd

Opponent
5
8
1
2

Wooster
Ohio State
Capital
Wittenberg
GLCA
Toledo University
Denison
Oberlin
Ohio Wesleyan
OAC
of
Championships

Opponent
Cedarville
2
Marietta
0
Ohio Wesleyan
6
Denison
9
Otterbein
8
Ashland
4
Wooster
3
Malone
0
Oberlin
4
Wittenberg
6
Satellite
of 5
Tournament
OAISW State
of 32

A. Allen, K. Jameson, J. Lan caster,
M. Land, K. Lindberg, L. McLaughlin,
C. Penney, C. Pillsbury, L. Saralegui,
J. Wolcott.

GOLF
8
8
0
5
16

Kenyon
10th
20th
6th
11th
2nd
8th

Marietta Invitational
Wooster Breckler
Open
Kenyon Invitational
Wittenberg
Invitational
Mount Union
OAC Championships

S. Behrendt, M. Ericksen, M.
Gallivan, J. Griffin, J. Hawn, J.
Houck, N. Lee, S. Levin, D.
Thompson.
BASEBALL

MEN'S INDOOR TRACK

66
271/2
271/2

E. Byerly, C. Caldini, S. Camp, S.
Corey, V. Davlin, M. Dehaven, M.
Gallagher, S. Hill, A. Himmelright, M.
Kennedy, E. Lazaroff, J. Lord, K.
Mali, S. Miller, S. Mo rrill, E. Perlman,
K. Peterson, N. Pierce, J. Sa mit, K.
Sorenson, M. Stanton, A. Sziklas, A.
Van Etten, E. Van Le nten (Capt.), C.
Waite, L. Williams, E. Winans, K.
Rockwell (Mgr.).

65

A. Batchelder, L. Crozier, W. Eld,C
Galinat, P. Hecht, J. Johns0 .
K l e i n , M . O' D o n n e l l , M . M
C. Smith, M. Sorenson, C. We

66

Opponent
Wooster
5
Denison
11
8
Ohio Wesleyan
Ohio State
7
Wittenberg
10
Oberlin
7
Denison
4
Ashland
0
Kent State
0

E. Berggren , A. Folkerth, K. Hall, P.
Harvey, A. Luchars, S. O'Brien, T.
Tathem, J. Tikson.

OUTDOOR TRACK
Capital
Mount Union
Triangular
Kenyon
Quadrangular
Akron University

Kenyon
60
5th

Kenyon
10
7
12
12
15
8
5
19
5

41

^
%

^
^

^
^

Capital
Great Lakes

Quad
Wooster to***#
OAC

Kenyon
9
2
14
2
10
4
2
2
1
17
15
4
7
4
1
3
2
9
0
4
6
0
6
8
1
0
6
1

Opponent
Swarthmore
1
Washington, Md.
5
Swarthmore
7
Belmont, Tenn.
8
Manhattanville, NY
2
Washington, Md.
3
Belmont, Tenn.
16
Marietta
10
Marietta
13
Mount Union
2
M.V. Nazarene
12
Wooster
21
Ohio Northern
8
Heidelberg
3
Oberlin
0
Oberlin
1
Baldwin-Wallace
0
Ohio Northern
4
Ohio Northern
3
Otterbein
17
Otaerlin
7
Baldwin-Wallace
8
Baldwin-Wallace
7
Ohio Dominican
5
Wooster
5
Wooster
6
Capital
5
Capital
2

Otterbein

Championships

C. Baker, F. Bare nds, M. Djj*
Dolan, M. Goldman,
^ ,
Hickok, A. Muggins,
r star
kf.Uor i Moore, O. K0 5C'

W Barnum, T. Cooper, P.
Donoghue, D. Gingery (Capt ), J.
Gunner, W. Hane, E. Hauser, G.
Heasley, R. Man owitz, P. Ma thews
(Capt ), J. Mesics, D. Roegge, R.
Rowe, G. Schroeder, D. Smith, J.
Stanforth, B. VanC ott, G. Vucek E
Zukert.

_

MEN'S LACROSSE
Kenyon
11
10
14
13
8
11
3
8
6
9
7
2
10

Opponent
6
Georgia Tech
Columbus Club
7
Ashland
11
6
Oberlin
18
Denison
5
Michigan State
19
Ohio Wesleyan
9
Wooster
11
Denison
10
Notre Dame (Ohio)
23
Ohio Wesleyan
12
Wooster
16
Ohio State

P. A braham, P. Bessire, G . Buell, R.
Capute, E. Ch itwood, P. C orryn, B.
DeMallie, J. F lynn, A. Gehring, C.
Gill, J. Ginley, C. Greene, N. Hare, R.
Holmen, T. Keene, B. Kinlin, C.
Kinlin, G. Lloyd, R. Rattner, W.
Rogers, W. Schmiedeskamp, P.
Sedane, A. Sidon, G. Storey, C.
Tiedemann, P. Trimble, C.
Trowbridge, P. Weaver.
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Faces Behind the Podium:
Faculty and Administration
Kenyon College

1980-81
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Lecture Outline

I. Faculty, Students, Administration
A. Student Council

p. 92
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C. IPHS
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II. A Candid Look at '80-^81
III. Trips and Conferences
A. Biology Spring Trip
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C. South America

p. 101

I). PACC

p. 102
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ARTICLE III. The Student Council

irT

Campus Government
Constitution

J

Section 1. Election Amendment

fi

\
r

PREAMBLE
"This year, we have really attempted,
not without success, to use council as
a forum. We wanted to open up stu
dent government and ensure that
policy would not be set in a cloistered
atmosphere." — Dan Mecherr.

t

Student Council voted to change Its
elections to spring. This change
allows a smoother transition between
administrations, gives committees
like Social Board a chance to plan
first semester events, and gives the
new administration an extra month to
develop a feel for the job.

j

ARTICLE I. Members of Gover nment
and Qualifications for Office
President
Vice-President
Secretary
Treasurer

Section 2. Unfair Housing
Council, In conjunction with the hous
ing committee, opened one meeting
to hear concerns over housing. Not
intending to rectify the situation,
Council hoped to define the sources
of the problem.

Dan Mechem 82
Brent Clark '83
Joe Caperna '84
Keith Krusz '82

Everyone was qualified
:

Section 3. Food Service Committee

ARTICLE II. The Senate
Section 1. Handicap Accessibility
Brent Clark, representing the P.S.
Living Group, initiated a campus in
vestigation into handicap accessibili
ty. The study found two departments
entirely inaccessible, and prompted
the school to begin renovations by in
stalling ramps.
Section 2. Common Hour
Dan Mechem proposed that the col
lege block off a Tues-Thurs class
period so that all students and pro
fessors would be free at that time.
This Common Hour could be used for
campus meetings, department plan
ning sessions, lectures, appointments
with faculty, and many other things.
Its purpose would be to promote
communication between all areas of
the college.

I

Daniel B. Ahlport
English
University of the South

Cyrus W. Banning
Philosophy
Harvard College

Roger Andrews
Music
Queens College

Russel H. Batt
Chemistry/IPHS
University of Rochester

Stephen C. Averill
History
Colgate University
A. Denis Baly
Religion
University of Liverpool

Fred E. Baumann
Director - PACC
Cornell University
Graydon F. Beeks
Music
Pomona College

Robert E. Benne

Classics
Trinity Coiieg6
Carl T. Bre '

Economics

'

Robert D. Burns
Biology
Michigan State

Harry P. Clor
Political Science
Lawrence College

Galbraith M. Crump
English
Hamilton College

Joan Cadden
History
Vassar College

Karen Coby
French
University of Dallas

Robert W. Daniel
English
University of the South

Pierina Carcich
Romance Lanugages
Hunter College

J. Patrick Coby
Political Science
University of Dallas

Clark Dougan
History
Kenyon Co

Philip D. Church
English
University of Michigan

Peter J. Collings
Physics
Amherst College

Suzanne P. Dougan
Drama
Vassar College

Drake UniveNicholas V. L. t
Biology

Princeton Universlf
Reed S. Brow
HiSt0rV

Dartmouth Co

we

This was perhaps the year's toughest
problem area. Mechem applauded
Steve Coenen for his efforts to
establish a working relationship with
Custom, and for improvements in the
dining room. Clark, however, felt the
committee should have responded
more quickly to students, in par
ticular to Council's recommendation
that a new food service be found for
next year. Looking toward the future,
the committee developed a question
naire to be used every year to allow
students to evaluate their food
service.
Section 4. Drug Use
In response to the administration's
concern over what they perceived as
heightened use of drugs, Mechem
called an all-campus assembly to
determine if there is a need for a new
drug policy.

Section 3. National Affiliation

ARTICLE IV. Impeachment

The Senate established a procedure
to be followed by any group wishing
to affiliate itself with a national or
local organization.

No one was impeached.
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IPHS opens history
unit to include works
by and about women

Artists learn to tell
stories with puppets,
quilts, and sculpture
Kenyon's diverse Art Department
has included some very interesting
parts in their program this year. Two
studio art courses — printmaking
and sculpture — have proved
especially captivating for students.
Printmaking, according to Terry
Schupbach, professor of the course,
"is like trying to draw with a vacuum
cleaner." Copper, the medium used,
has a mind of its own. Not only must
the students reflect their own
creativity, but they must meld with
the medium itself. One image in printmaking can be used and manipulated
in a variety of ways to create the ut
most for the effort expended.
Sculpture also envelops a unique
feeling for the artist. Its three dimen
sional form creates for many artists a
reality unobtainable in other art
forms.
Another special event was Schupbach's animated lecture on the
history and lore of puppets. Not only
are puppets created to evoke
children's laughter, but they have
held various roles throughout history.
Schupbach, who designs most of her
own puppets, demonstrated to us
that the puppeteer is truly an artist.
Though most puppet shows are
rehearsed and traditional, an element
of spontaneous creativity is vital to
keep the unpredictable young au
dience transfixed by the show.
Another unique exhibit was Joyce
Parr's contemporary quilt show. The
stunning quilts displayed color, vitali
ty, and a history behind each quilt.
The growing popularity of quilts in
dicates that they are slowly being
thought of as art form, and not merely
handicraft. These three special pro
grams have shown different ways art
can tell a story.
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Karen L. Edwards
English
Brown University

Kirk R. Emmert
Political Science
Williams College

Kathryn L. Edwards
Biology
Oberlin College

Michael J. Evans
History
University of Washington

Thomas J. Edwards
Dean of Students
Springfield College

Allan Fenigstein
Psychology
Brooklyn College

John M. Elliott
Political Science
Cornell University

Robert M. Fesq, Jr.
Mathematics
Hamilton College

Daniel T. Finkt -n
Mathemat
Washington and.-:
Martin J. Ga- a
Art
South Dakota Sta
Russell P. Ge:-;e
AnthropologyIS
Ohio Wesley

Bruce L. Gens- T
Economic:.
Ohio Wesleyan

Dana Ruth Goodgal
Art/Art History
Univ. of Pennsylvania

Barry L. Gunderson
Art
Augsburg College

E. Raymond Heithaus
Biology
Kenyon College

David C. Hall, Jr.
Economics
Princeton University

Thomas B. Greenslade,
Jr.
Physics
Amherst College

David Hemmendinger
Philosophy
Harvard University

Edward Harvey
French
Bates College

Richard F. Hettlinger
Religion/lPHS
Cambridge University

Hrach Gregorian
Political Science
Boston University

Edmund P. Hecht
German
Ohio University

Bonna Wescoat-Holtzman
Art History
Smith College

Robert H. Goodhand
French
Hamilton College

The Integrated Program in Human
Studies, a continuously evolving
series of courses, has undergone a
major curriculum change this year.
The sophomores and juniors now par
ticipating in the program spent the
final month of second semester read
ing books by, for, and about women
in history.
According to Dr. Richard Hett
linger, director of the program, IPHS
had been looking for ways to incorpo
rate more books by women authors to
compensate for its neglect of a major
component of society and history.
"Women are in a crucial period of
change and challenge," Hettlinger
said. The faculty decided to trace this
process of change by reading four
books by authors who wrote in the
first wave of the women's movement
at the turn of the century, and two
more by modern feminists.
Besides reading works by women,
this year saw another first for IPHS.
Ms. Maryanne Ward participated in
the program on a part-time basis, lec
turing on several books. "It's vital to
the program to have a woman in it,"
Hettlinger stated.
Being the only woman in a program
which was presenting its first section
on women did have some disadvan
tages. "It is difficult to be part of what
you're talking about," Ms. Ward com
mented, "because it's difficult for
both faculty and students to keep a
pleasant, safe distance from these
texts."
The section on women gave IPHS
students a chance to become more
truly liberally educated. It allowed
men and women to explore the wom
en's movement, and its implications
for this campus, together rather than
in segregated social groups.

Okefenokee Swamp
introduces students to
nature and each other
On the seventh day of March, eight
members of the Kenyon community
left Gambier in an over-packed van
for an experience they would not
forget. Most of the cohorts, seven
students and one professor, were un
familiar with each other. None knew
quite what to expect from this diverse
group, ranging from environmen
talists to fraternity members, to
feminists and to simply biology ma
jors. All had one similar intention: to
explore the beauty of the
southeastern United States.
It was my first trip south of
Maryland and I will never forget my
first sight of live oaks, palmettos and
the eerieness of a southern forest
with vines and Spanish moss dan
gling from the trees.
On the ninth day after two days of
travel, we managed to find our first
southern character on a boat ride to
an island off the south of Georgia.
None of us will forget his southern
drawl as we were gawking at a por
poise swimming by our boat, "Yu'all
Yankees thought ya had everythin'."
We spent three days exploring with
binoculars, bird, tree, and wildflower
books, attempting to identify any and
all that we could. We all lent a hand
cooking our meals on a Coleman
stove. We were alone on our island
enjoying the ten mile beach where
water fowl was so abundant we felt
we were in bird paradise.
We spent the next leg of our trip
canoeing in Okefenokee Swamp.
With lunch on back, we set out for a
full day of paddling through the
winding waterways surrounded by
Cypresses and alligators.
The following day we drove south
to the Gulf coast of Florida, spending
two days canoeing in another
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Richard B. Hoppe
Psychology
University of Minnesota

Pamela K. Jensen
Political Science
Kent State University

William F. Klein
English
Butier University

Robert H. Horwitz
Political Science
Amherst College

Gordon L. Johnson
Chemistry
Ohio University

Eugen Kullmann
Religion
Gymnasium Landau

Jerry A. Irish
Provost
Cornell University

Philip H. Jordan, Jr.
President
Princeton University

perry C. Lentz
English
Kenyon College

Kenneth M. Jensen
IPHS
University of Colorado

Kenneth R. King
Psychology
Albion College

Michael P. Levine
Psychology
University of Californ

Wendell D. Lindstrom
Mathematics
University of Iowa

William E. McCulloh
Classics
Ohio Wesleyan University

John K. Lutton
Chemistry
Pacific Lutheran

Ronald E. McLaren
Philosophy
Kenyon College

Duncan E. McBride
Physics
Carleton College

Robert M. McLeod
Mathematics
Mississippi State

Harlene Marley
Drama
Oklahoma City Univ.

George E. McCarthy
Sociology
Manhattan College

John J. Macionis
Sociology
Cornell University

Linda D. Metzler
Spanish
University of Kansas

Elizabeth P. Mallory
Biology
Ohio Wesleyan University

Wildlife Refuge. We would paddle
only a few strokes before having to
put the paddle down and gaze
through our binoculars as coots and
pelicans dove around us. Weaving
around the waterways, we would pad
dle to above-ground hammocks, or
small islands, that we would claim
ours and name and then continue on
our adventures.
At night we sat around the fire,
attempting to use our liberal arts edu
cations discussing such things as the
meaning of the word "natural." We
cooked marshmallows, sang songs,
or wrote letters. But most of our time
around the campfire was spent eat
ing; quantity not quality was our
motto, but our food was nevertheless
not bad!
We spent the following day at the
marine biological station of the Uni
versity of Florida, walking around the
island somewhat glad we didn't have
to paddle through rivers and channels
with rough winds going against us no
matter where we turned.
Packing the van, we headed north
to Tennessee and the Smokies. It was
a radical change from shorts and sun
block to the falling snow we had to set
up our tents in. We cooked in the
snow, and despite the freezing condi
tion we could only laugh at our ridicu
lous position.
The next day we hiked in the snow
despite warnings that it would be two
or three feet deep at the top of our
climb. Under the super leadership of
Nick Brokaw, thought of as more
companion than leader, we ended our
trip, feeling luck to have been a part
of it. We hoped that it was a new trend
at Kenyon, where other nature buffs
like ourselves could explore the envi
ronment as we h ad. But it was not so
much where we went that made our
trip so special, it was whom we were
with. Our diverse group became more
than homogenous, and this spring we
are the most together team in the corec Softball league.
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Community unites
to explore creativity
In mid-February, spurred by the
common interest of several faculty
members, the college joined in a
four-day pursuit of the meaning of
"creativity." This unique colloquium,
called "Acts of Creation", brought
faculty, students, administrators and
guests together in the true spirit of
that often-talked-about "Kenyon Ex
perience," to try to discover the
essence of that creativity which is so
central to the vitality of academic
pursuit.
Panelists presented a broad inter
disciplinary look at the topic — from
the psychology and history of the
creative process to the process at
work in art, physics, poetry, and
drama. Creation, it seems, requires
much more than inspiration, it
demands hard work. Creativity need
not limit itself to the arts, rather, it
should be a way of approaching life.
On Saturday afternoon, Terry
Schupbach directed a print-making
workshop. The blank copper plate
confronted each participant with his
or her many partially answered ques
tions concerning the meaning of art,
beauty and creativity. Everyone ex
perienced the decisions, the pa
tience, the dissatisfaction and
frustration, the hard work and the
pleasure involved in creating
something original and beautiful.
"Acts of Creation" was exciting;
thought-provoking. Ever-more in
sightful thoughts seemed to float
around the biology auditorium that
weekend, like inspiration itself. And
those present realized that the hard
work of an artist must proceed from
the inspiration, or else it will float
away and be wasted. The colloquium
dared all present to be creative par
ticipants rather than passive learners,
and to carry this attitude into every
discipline and every part of life.
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GLCA Reveals Inside
Story in El Salvador

Franklin Miller, Jr.
Physics
Swarthmore College

James M. Pappenhagen
Chemistry
Mount Union College

Paul J. Posnak
Music
The Juilliard School

Jeffrey L. Nunemacher
Mathematics
Oberlin College

Daniel O. Parr II
Drama

Robert A. Reading
Dean for Residences
Hiram College

Diane B. Obenchain
Religion
Drew University

Joyce K. Parr
Art
Augustana College

Royal W. Rhodes
Religion
Fairfield University

Cathy Paine
Dance
University of Wisconsin

Charles A. Piano
MFLL
Rutgers University

Charles E. Rice
Psychology
Denison University

Jacqueline Robbing
History
Kenyon College

Charles T. Rubin
Political Science
Case Western Reserve

Kai P. Schoenhais
History
Kalamazoo College

Daniel V. Robinson
Music
Harvard University

Mary E. Rucker
English
South Carolina State

Theresa A. Schupbach
Art
Indiana University

Gerrit H. Roelofs
English
Amherst College

Peter M. Rutkoff
History
St. Lawrence University

B. Peter Seymour
French
Oxford University

Donald L Rogan
Religion
Morris Harvey College

Howard L. Sacks
Anthropology/Sociology
Case Western Reserve

Ronald A. Sharp
English
Kalamazoo College
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On the first spring weekend of
1981, the Chaplain, the Association
for Cultural Exchange, and the GLCA
Latin American Program sponsored a
successful conference on "The
Church and Social Change in Latin
America." For many of those who
followed any of the events, the con
ference was a most educational ex
perience, much more than a mere
academic exercise; they provided a
deep and insightful view of Latin
America today, a perspective filled
with compassion and understanding
coming from personal experience.
Penny Lernoux, a free-lance jour
nalist who lives in Columbia, and is
the only full-time investigative
reporter on Latin American Affairs to
day, joined Roy Bourgeois, a
Maryknoll missioner expelled from
Bolivia, and Dr. Joel Gajardo, a
Chilean theologian now living in exile.
Together these people gave the other
side of the story in Chile, the one that
does not usually get published by the
media.
Among the topics discussed were
the role of the church in social
change, the impact of the presence of
the multinationals in the Third World
and the alternative development
paths that Latin American nations
would have to choose from. On these
discussions, the main lecturers were
joined by Professors James Weekly
and Stephen Hills from Indiana
University and Ohio State. Ms. Ler
noux debated with these men on their
presentations.
The many people attending the
conference proved its importance to
the Kenyon community. Even more
indicative of its impact, however, is
the Support Group for Latin America
(El Salvador) recently formed by
students, faculty, and staff.
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PACC probes into
many sides of current
questions in politics
The Public Affairs Conference
Center, under the guidance of new
director Fred Baumann, presented
much that was stimulating and
worthwhile to the Kenyon Community
this year. In fact, a conservative
estimate (the only kind, some would
say, t hat a Kenyon political scientist
could make) tallies over 50 hours of
PACC sponsored events.
The first 15 or so of those hours
constituted the Conference on
Soviet-American Relations. This
two-day, 30 participant conference
was the culmination of the previous
year's PACC seminar on that topic,
organized by Dick Melanson. Nine
essayists, including Brookings In
stitute Fellow Seyom Browm and
Soviet exile Alexander Yanov, offered
their views on the nature of Soviet
politics and the relations between
this nation and the U.S.S.R. The
discussion and debate of various
points offered participants a
balanced and informed perspective
and the chance to reflect carefully on
this timely subject.
With the partisanship and prop
aganda of the November presidential
election threatening to descend on
even the academic grove of Gambier,
the PACC saw fit to continue en
couraging careful reflection. Its four
part "Election Series," explored the
issues of the campaign and critiqued
the candidates' individual platforms.
The series included a panel discus
sion between Profs. Singleton,
Gregorian, and Emmert on the
economic, foreign, and domestic
policy issues; an assessment by Prof.
John Elliott of the progress of the
campaigns, and a post-election
presentation by Prof. Kirk Emmert
discussing what we might expect
from our new President.
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Francis W. Yow
Biology
Western Carolina Gollege

But by far the most popular event of
the series was a mock Anderson-Car
ter-Reagan debate held in Rosse Hall
immediately prior to the nationally tel
evised Carter-Reagan debate. It was
generally agreed that the PACC's ren
dition of the debate was more edify
ing and more adeptly represented the
candidates that did the event it imi
tated. The Kenyon version was also
quite entertaining, although admit
tedly, not as funny as the real thing.
The climax of the PACC's 1980-81
calendar was its Conference on
Human Rights. Baumann planned and
organized this conference as a survey
of the questions of human rights pol
icy, its legitimacy on moral and practi
cal grounds. Essayists included U.N.
Ambassador Jeanne Kirkpatrick; Car
ter's head of human rights concerns,
Patricia Derian; Marxist Edward
Greenburg; and former Yale profes
sor Charles Fairbanks, currently
working for the State Department.
Although many were disappointed by
Jeane Kirkpatrick's necessary with
drawal from the symposium, the
remaining six interlocutors suc
ceeded in a comprehensive explora
tion of the topic.
One final event was a discussionco-lecture by Nelson Polsby and
Geoffrey Smith, co-authors of the
book British Government and its Dis
contents, on the subject of current
British politics. As with every PACC
presentation, all in attendance were
welcome to ask questions and offer
comment.
In fact, a major goal of the PACC is
to stimulate consideration and dis
cussion of political topics in the Ken
yon community. By bringing capable
political scientists and politicians to
the campus, it has facilitated the
study of those topics and encouraged
political awareness and philosophic
reflection.
And that, even by the most con
servative estimate, is aliberal contrib
ution.
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Last November, The New York Times,
compiling a guide to American colleges
and universities, sent out surveys to 250
college newspaper editors. They asked a
great many questions, and requested
several essays about Kenyon. I accom
modated them as best I could, although I
was always hesitant to speak as the voice
of the school, "on the record," so to speak.
But I did answer.
I told them four years at Kenyon pro
duces as many views of the college and
students as there are classes to be taken
or friends to be made. Perhaps that was
the crux of it right there: from the very
beginning, our views on almost
everything are changing and developing. I
was honest; sometimes the rural college
scene can be a bore, especially in the
winter when there's no place to go. And as
Kenyon is almost exclusively white, I said
we are limited in the cultural perspective
we offer. But I answered positively. I
couldn't help it. Many people have said
that because of our isolated location, we
are inclined toward an academic way of
life, and I believe that's true.
It's easy to fall into the trap of getting
down on Kenyon; too many of us do it. I
can remember during the first semester of
this year writing editorials for The
Collegian, which chided us for our

108

"Goodly RaceV

inward-looking ways for our lack of flex
ibility. Maybe Kenyon is a little inflexi
ble — a touch insular. But it has its own
low key, but none the less dynamic quali
ty to it.
For example, no doubt all of us would
feel uncomfortable at the mere sugges
tion that Kenyon is a jock school. We are
avowedly academic. Still, we have fielded
teams that have competed in national
championships during my time here.
Similarly, although many of our students
come from the Northeast, many do not.
In fact, I would be willing to suggest that
if anything, our attitudes and outlooks
are distinctly Southern in character. A
Southern gentleman established a
literary journal here some forty years ago.
The slow paced, easy-going atmosphere
of Kenyon is more Southern than Nor
thern in flavor. The Appalachian
foothills into which Kenyon is nestled,
taste more of the South than of Northern
rural Ohio.
To my mind, that's what's best about
Kenyon. Because academic pressure ex
ists but is not inhibiting, because we are
low key and thoughtful, because our
various backgrounds mix well with our
semi-Southern location, we are a distinct
group — proud but never loud, strong

but never sweaty, sensitive but never
flakey.
This is not to imply bland or mediocre,
we are unique. It is impossible, for exam
pie, to escape the sense of tradition here,
and what tradition means. Actors,
authors, businessmen and politicians o
the highest order, are part of our tradi
tion. It provides us with a backdrop,
scenery if you will, around which we ca n
work, and from which we can gain in
spiration. More than 150 years of tra 1
tion, and thousands of graduates, give a
heritage from which we can get t e
footing to ascend.
We must be careful, lest we be typeca s
as preppy because of our clothing an
conservative attitudes. The same m
telligence which keeps us from being
jock school should keep us from being a
snob school as well.
,
By now our class is spread across
country, either trying to find a place
earn an honest dollar or perhaps
already. Some will do it in Nebras
others on Wall Street. Amid that "ivers,
ty is our common link of being Par
"Kenyon's goodly race" which, I am wi
ing to wager, we all view not only on .
but with respect for all those whose ra
we share. — Parker Monroe.
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Sandy DiRocco/English
One of the nicest things you can give another per
son in yourself is a smile.

Kathy Kondo/Psychology

"Kondo"
"Kyokes"
"Shortie"
and of course
"Mom"

Laura Ann Hardenbergh/History
"Each time a man stands up for an ideal.. .
he sends forth a tiny ripple of hope .
R. F. Kennedy

Lori L. Nash/Political Science-Religion

Jane Warnshuis/Psychology
Inside:
Kim Willitts/Math
Patty Lynn/English

Elizabeth Ann Tracy/Art

Heather Peck/History-Philosophy
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Although the earth's technology is hopelessly primitive, at least I can metabolize the local food.
— X Man

David P. Rose/Chemistry

Ronald James Assaf/English

And if that wasn't funny
There were a lot of things
That weren't even funnier.
— Joseph He ller Catch-22

Thomas Shehan/English

Douglas C. Reed/ Drama

David L. Maloney/History

Bruce A. Freeman/Political Science
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Richard Tranfield/Physics

Amy Huston/French

Carole Supowitz/Political Science

Susie Applebaum/Sociology

Judee Silberschlag/Political Science

Andrew Cohen/English

I believe this crossing at a ford occurs often in a
man's lifetime. It means setting sail e ven though
your friends stay in harbour, knowing the rate,
knowing the soundness of your ship and the
favour of the day.
- Musashi

Steven Peter/Physics

Brian Victoroff/Biology
Greg Rickoff/English
Suddenly, out of the blue, freedom crashed down on me and swept
me off my feet. Nature sprang back, my youth went with the wind,
and I knew myself alone, utterly alone in the midst of this wellmeaning little universe of yours. I was like a man who's lost his
shadow. And there was nothing left in heaven, no right or wrong
nor anyone to give me orders.
— lean-Paul Sartre
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Kenyon: From
Pomp to Pump
GUESS WHAT? We made it through
four years at Kenyon! Amazing!?! When
we arrived four years ago, some things
were different: the English professors' of
fices were on the third floor of Ascension,
all plays were presented in the Hill
Theater, fraternities were the — special
housing groups, and there was room for
students to sit down at all swimming
meets.
And yet when we arrived four years ago,
some things were the same: Spring in
Gambier was wonderful, February was
miserable, the post office was the central
meeting place, and Middle Path expand
ed every year (by itself).
That special blend of old and new has
made Kenyon a very special place for
most of us. It is a rare place indeed, where
people feel equally at home in the tradi
tional ceremonies at Rosse Hall, full of
pomp and circumstance, and the
Ultimate Frisbee games on Ascension
Lawn, full of pump and circumference
(and an even rarer place which allows
such levity in an otherwise serious essay.)
The real beauty of Kenyon does not
come in any one specific moment; it
comes rather in the accumulation of sim
ple moments. Classes held in a professor's
home or outdoors were a rare treat, allow
ing students to enjoy the double luxury of
intellectual challenges and comfortable
settipgs. Actually getting mail on the dai
ly trip to the post office, getting a good
grade on a test, or enjoying one of the film
society's weekend selections were occur
rences which could be appreciated either
in solitude or in the company of others.
We are not the first class to relish the
experiences of the liberal arts education
on the Hill, and we will not be the last

either. No class has been composed of
that unique mixture of men and women
that have formed the Class of '81; no class
will be composed of this mixture again
(we hope, for the professors at least).
Some things will change and some things
will remain the same. We hope that we
have carved a niche for ourselves at Ke
nyon and yet hope that we have left room
for future classes to do the same.
We began our Kenyon 'careers' with
the Freshman sing; we close them with
the Senior Sing. Kenyon links past and
future in each of the songs which are
traditionally sung on these occasions. But
for one moment allow us to honor the pre
sent. Congratulations (to us)! — Jim
Archer.

Jay Anania/History

Lauren Weiner/English
Edith Margaret Allen/Modern Foreign
Languages

Sue Robb/Economics

Stuart W. Ching/Religion-Art History
Heather Moir/Sociology

Fred Bryant Grubb/History
I have so much work to do that it's pointless to
start anywhere" — Jay Anani a
I m horribly trapped!" — To m Preston
"I'm so burnt" - Peter Neil Dayton III

William A. Fullmer/Political Science

Steven R. Counsell/Chemistry

Donald L. Shupe/Political Science

J. Kyle Hickok/Physics

Derksy
Joe
Shupster
Parks
Forms
Couns
Fullms

Mark A. Foreman/ Philosophy
Inside: Joseph C. Wilson/History
lnside:William H. Derks/Biology

Pete Dolan/Art
James F. Parker/Economics

Pete-n-Pop — "Than ks Dad

Adrienne E. Simecek/Economics
"I need some chocolate"
Wendy L. Webb/Economics

m

Susan Marie Lawko/Political Science
Too Few Men, Too Much Time"

Nancy A. Bates/History
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Greta Welksnar/Sociology

Suzanne Shaw Wilson/History
My, you get a lot for a quarter! J.S.

Diana Millisor/Religion

Laura Fraser Jones/English
Fare thee well, and if forever, still forever fare
thee well.
— Byron

Emily Woodville Wells/English
I believe that man will not merely endure:
he will prevail. He is immortal, not because
he alone among creatures has an inex
haustible voice, but because he has a soul,
a spirit capable of compassion and sacrifice
and endurance.
- William Faulkner, Nobel Prize Address

Maggie Calkins/Psychology
And now here is m y secret, a very simple secret:
it is o nly with the heart that one can see rightly;
what is essential is invisible to the eye.
— Saint- Exupery

Leah George/Biology

Diana Schaub/Political Science
What does not destroy me, makes me stronger
— Nietzsc he

Kerry Hall/History

Doug Coble/Philosophy

Inside: Bob Quinn/English
There is a tide in the affairs of men,
Which taken at the flood, leads on to fortune;
Omitted, all the voyage of their life
Is bound in shallows and in miseries . . .
On such a full sea are we now afloat,
And we must take the surrent when it serves,
Or lose our ventures.
— W m. Shakespeare, Julius Ceasar (IV.iii)

Bernard P. Zeng/Economics

Steven LaRose Hurn/Economics

Conrad Kohrs, Jr./Political Science

Michael J. Pariano/History
Robert Bradley/History
Chris Martin/English
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John Crawford Bauerschmidt/History
Doug Hoyt/Biology

no. the moon
aint romantic —
it's intimidating
as hell, and some
guy's trying to sell
me a watch . . .
— Tom Waits

Eric Waskowicz/Political Science

"Look on the bright side, it builds character"
"The Kinks are Gods."

Cally Robinson (76), Barra, Tom Robinson/Biology,
Court Robinson (honorary), Julia Robinson (79)

Inside: Kip Haselton/English
"C'mon guys, don't cut the corners."
Doug Page/Economics

And because the condition of man ... is a c ondi
tion of war of every one against every one; in
which case every one is governed by his own
reason; and there is nothing he can make use of,
that may not be a help unto him, in preserving his
life against his enemies; it followeth, that in such a
condition, every man has a right to every thing;
even to one another's body. And therefore, as
long as this natural right of every man to every
thing endureth, there can be no security to any
man, how strong or wise soever he be, of living
out the time, which nature ordinarily alloweth
man to live.
- Thomas Hobbes, Leviathan

Brian D. Rance/Economics-Political
Science

William Rigger/Economics
"Riggs"

What is loved and
What is feared;
And in between them is the door.
~ lames Douglas Morrison

The lights begin to twinkle from the rocks:
The long day wanes; the slow moon climbs: the deep
Moans round with many voices. Come, my friends,'
Tis not too late to seek a newer world.
— Alfr ed Tennyson

Brian Berg/History
Mark Granger/Philosophy-Studio Art
Art is fun and easy to do, while at the same time being easy and fun to do

E. Graham Robb/Political Science
Betsy Tittle/English
The memories that friends have made
together grow stronger with every passing
day.

Fredd Roffman/History
Tony Elkis/History
Greg Sessler/Political Science
Inside; Chet Baker/English

jonathon Bernstein/Chemistry
Hmmm . . . when did you first notice your
leaves changing color?

l.jak"Wj
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See Aun Soon/Chemistry
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Parker Monroe/History
Nell Licklider/Math

Laurie Dillingham/English-Psychology
Annetta Kaiser/English

A pupil and a teacher. The pupil will
not let anything be explained to him
for he continually interrupts with
doubts, for instance as to the ex
istence of things, the meaning of
words, etc. The teacher says "S top
interrupting me and do as I tell you
So far your doubts don't make
sense at all.
- Ludwig Wittgenstein

Greg Peterson/Philosophy-Math

Lisa Brain/History

Phil Hooker/Art
Ayars Hemphill/English

George C. Nelson/English

Katherine Simonds/Economics

I can't forget how they robbed me of my
childhood souvenirs.
- John Prine

Greg George/Psychology

Little boxes on the hillside,
Little boxes made of ticky-tacky
Little boxes, little boxes, little boxes,
All the same . . .
And the people in the houses
All go to the university,
And they all get put in boxes,
Little boxes all the same.
— Pete Seeger

The Upper Echelon of "The Pit"

Patricia Mickley/Economics

John Washko/Economics
Kathleen Singer/Psychology

Give me them green country mountains
Give me that clean country air
Where the water flows like fountains
And if you want to find me you'll
Have to find me there.
— Bob McNelly

Robin Bennett/Biology
From the opium of custom
To the ledges of extreme
Don't believe it till you've held it
Life is seldom what it seems
But lay your heart upon the table
And in the shuffling of dreams
Remember who on Earth you are
— Emerso n, Lake, Palmer

Inside: Mark Dailey/Chemistry
"Nothing runs like a Deere"

Doug Beach/Biology
Just call me "The Prince."
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Plaudite amici, la commedia finitaest

Christian L. Rogers/Music

Lilith Radford/Sociology

If you can't volley, wear velvet socks.
- S. Potter, Gamesmanship

Robert B. Payne/English

Joyce White/Anthropology

"Send more chocolate"

Leslie Ford/Biology

Robert B. Payne and Christian Rogers
Richard Landau/History

"I'm bored. I'm chairman of the bored."
- lames Osterberg

Judith Menown/History
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Jane Patterson/Economics
Clara Church/Drama

Lisa Cameron Wood/Philosophy
Leah Rothstein/English

Suzy Kitman/Art
Meg Seisfeld/History
Karen Marie Regan/Chemistry
Wendy A. MacLeod/Drama

The charity which binds souls together and
makes them one is a divine passion as little
understood as true love is: both are the
generous gift of understanding natures.

— " --- •

Ron Link/English

Stefan Pakulski/Music-History

Jim Klein/History

What's all this talk I hear about you fooling around
with the college widow? No wonder you can t
get out of college. Twelve years in one college! I
went to three colleges in twelve years and fooled
around with three college widows! When I was
your age I went to bed right after supper.
Sometimes I went to bed before supper.
Sometimes I went without my supper and didn't
go to bed at all! A college widow stood for
something in those days. In fact, she stood for
plenty.
- Groucho, Horsefeathers, 1933

1,1

Christopher Robin Smith/History

i \

Peter Lukidis/English
Un perm au casino Kenyon —
. . . and i t's all an affair of my life with the
heroes and villains.

Paul Quinn/English
'Yes, "Nancy Reagan isn't just your ordinary bowl-of-flowers-in-the-middle-ofthe-table kind of hostess" '
— Peo ple Magazine
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Out of college, money spent;
See no future, pay no rent
But oh , that magic feeling . . .

The Kenyon Experience" has taught me two
main things:
1. Anything good in life is either illegal, „
moral, or fattening. Pardo's first postulate.
2 No matter how badly your perspective of
reality is altered, you can't fall off the floor
— Paul's Law

Jim Stueber/Economics

Back Row [_eft to Right: Captain, Felix Culpa, Wilbur and child; 2nd Row: john Coffey, E-van, Jeff
q
e/Economics, Clarence Grebey/Political Science; Front Row: Mayor Baer, Frank Z., Sapperstien, Dino.
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Jim Archer/Modern Foreign Languages

John Fielding Ettling/Music
Thanks be to God! I have learned so much from
Kenyon that has not been taught in the classroom.
I have been taught the value of true friendship,
both in terms of giving and receiving. Also, God
has taught me the magnitude of His power, and
His love for all His children. I also want to thank
CR, DS, SBR, )B, D ZL, as well as RP, AR, and LS
who have been very special to me. There are
others, of course, and I thank them and love
them, too. My deepest thanks, though, go to
Mom and Bob, as well as Pops, without whom
none of this would have been possible. Catch y'all
later!

Dorothy Lenard/Psychology

Lori Elizabeth Davie/English

Richard D. Wathen, Jr./Political Science

Val Schaff/Economics

I shall be telling this with a sigh
Somewhere ages and ages hence:
Two roads diverged in a wood, and I —
I took the one less traveled by,
And that has made all the difference.
Robert Frost, "The Road Not Taken"

We never know the true value of friends.
While they live, we are too sensitive of their
faults; when we have lost them, we only see their
virtues.
by J. C. and A. W. Hare

Barbara Foster Shook/Religion

Ellen Reid Neiley/Psychology

Sukie Shaw/English

SENIOR ESSAY

Kenyon Reviewed
I can not write a retrospective account
of my four years at Kenyon. I thought
about it, but the visible fact of the vitality
of th e place confounds me and tells me
that what I experienced is not something
alien t o myself, but an enduring process
that gives Kenyon a life of its own quite
apart from my limited conception of it.
Let me clarify somewhat by explaining
how I arrived at this conclusion. It all
began one night at dinner as I stood in
line at Peirce Hall with no more exciting
prospect confronting me than the idea —
and will it ever be more than an idea — of
another institutional meal. (I chose the
word "institutional" particularly to
eliminate the natural tendency to con
tinue saying SAGA.) It is a problem com
mon to upperclassmen, and one of the on
ly we make which freshmen can, and will,
invariably correct. One of my long-time
friends walked by and my roommate sug
gested a certain appellation for this par
ticular good-hearted creature — Mr.
< ongeniality, I believe it was. I agreed
unconditionally, the subject being a par
ticularly amiable "frat-man" who has
never b een known to utter a harsh word
to anybody, a nd I began to joke with my
roommate, making up similar "senior

-

superlatives" to grace our particular
favorites. Such raillery naturally led to
reminiscing about the occurrences
aquaintances of our Kenyon year.
put me in an introspective mood, and I
began to consider that Kenyon would
never again house a class exactly like ours
— that, in fact, the times are changing
and Kenyon must change as well.
However, the scene before me refuted
such melancholy predictions before they
had quite jelled into utterable premoni
tions. Here were freshmen, still entering
Peirce as if it were unknown territory full
of intimidating old hands ready to
pounce on the first greenhorn who looked
quizzically about for somewhere to
deposit his or her tray after the meal.
Here were the sophomores, ready to

fully enjoy this scene of discomfort,
resplendent in the confidence that they
now knew the lay of the land. Here were
juniors, cunning and cocky as only those
who rest confident in the certainty that
they can discourse equally well on
metaphysics or the latest weekend gossip.
Finally here we were, Seniors, recognizing
all these stages so well because we'd been
through them and they'd shaped us into
what we are just as surely as all our books
and courses have done.
Oh, Kenyon will change and, as alumni,
we may grumble and think back to what
was good enough for us, but its essence
will remain. Kenyon's essence lies in its
totality — it is a full experience that
shapes and matures people now and
forever. — Anonymous.
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Clay Capute/History
Clark S. Kinlin/History

1
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Donald A. Gibson/History

FLOAT ASSOCIATION
PRIVATE

David Thomas/History

Middle: Robert H. Dearborn/History
Bottom Right: Douglas B. Burns History

Bill Schmiedeskamp/Economics

w*

Franklin Paul Spaeth History
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When the going gets weird ... the weird turn pro."
— H. S. Thomp son

Mark Robinson/Religion
Brett Pierce/Drama

Tod Colbert/Psychology

Stewart Wiley/English

Geoff Donelan/History

Mac Durrett/English

Wells Smith/Political Science

m

"Don't be a fart, have a gas"

Katherine N. DuHamel/Psychology
I don't suppose anybody ever deliberately listens
to a w atch or a clock. You don't have to. You can
be oblivious to the sound for a lo ng while, then in
a s econd of ticking it can create in the mind un
broken the long diminishing parade of time you
didn't hear.
- William Faulkner

Kim Corrigan/History
Middle: Elizabeth Dickinson/English-Psychology

Susie Lamb/Art

Victoria Post/Physics

•«f !"5P
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Mo Ryan/Drama
Celeste Penney/Psychology

Stephanie Resnick/Political Science
"Take me to F-loward Street . . .
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Pam McCabe/Art
"Birthday party with hats . . f

Tom Bulkeley/Anthropology

Walker M. Bagby Jr./Psychology

David S. Hooker/Economics

Robert F. Phillips/Economics

Margaret Morgan/English

HHA-737

Catherine Waite/History
Christopher Wincek/English
Very like a whale
— Hamlet

Meredith Rodnan/Psychology
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Love, thanks, appreciation, and respect to
R.I.S., K M ., A.E.H., l.D .B., M.F.G., R.T.J.,
and M M.J.

Andrew Newcombe/History

Lee Johnson/History
Lisa. Palais/Philosophy

Lowry Scott/Psychology

Anne Hotchkiss/Biology
Inside: Kendra Tice/Biology
!t»—i

Kaye Lynn Johnson/Art

Mark Mumford/Art
Benny Gross/English
Cheap romance, it's all just a crutch
You don't want nothin' that anybody can touch
You're so afraid of being somebody's fool
Not walkin' tough baby, not walkin' cool
You walk cool, but darlin' can you walk that line
And face the ties that bind
The ties that bind
Now you can't break the ties that bind
- Bruce Springsteen •
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Peter D. Goldsmith/Political Science
Meg Handel/Psychology
Jim Wheatley/Sociology

They can't throw us out because we've already quit.
- Joan Petranovich, Pres. Chicago Jaycees

Sue Hudson/Biology

Urquhart A. Wood/Philosophy

John A. Willieme/Biology
The world is my idea
what man knows is not
the sun and an earth, but only an eye that
sees a sun, a hand that feels an earth.

- Arthur Schopenhauer (1818)

Betsy Orth/Psychology-Spanish
Mike Mizendo/Biology

Now it is day.
The sun is up.
Now it is time
for all dogs to get up.
"Get up!"
It is day
Time to get going.
Go, dogs. Go!
P. D. Eastman

Mark E. Packer, with Dede/Sociology

Scott Subler/Biology
Below: Scott Subler, Richard
Radcliffe/Music
Brook Cumor/History

He be so cool
He be nicknamed refrigerator.
F.H. 201-2

Patti-Ann Christie/Biology

Bob Ferrante/Drama-English

Elizabeth Smithson/Drama
Deirdre C. Kelly, with Mark/Sociology
Douglas M. Gertner/Anthropology-Sociology
"The Media is the Message"
— Marsh all McLuhan
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Steve Colman/Biology

I never thought there were corners in time, 'till I
was told to stand in one.

It is g ood to be out on the road, and going one
knows not where.
— )oh n Masefield

— Grace Slick

Sarah Owens/Drama
Bill Hill/History

Margaret Chapin/Political Science

Inside: Randy Gorman/Biology
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Dennis the Menace

Richard Hanenberg/History
David Bunner/English
Jonathon Schulze/English

Vicki Snell/French
Goree Solomon Njie/Poiitical Science
Staring at the sky, staring at the sun
Whichever I choose it amounts to the same . . .
— Absolutely nothing
I'm alive . . . I'm dead
I'm the stranger. — Cur e

Robert Davis/Drama
Nicholas Bakay/Drama

Bryan Snyder/Political Science
"Perhaps I shall die on my feet, but I shan't be bored.

Jonathan Reiman Cohen History

L-R: William Koggan, Richard Fuller, Gor/e Solomon Njie, Victoria
A loaded gun won't set y ou free — so yo u say.
— Joy Division
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Lisa Sanders/Political Science

Inside: Annegert Cordes/History (special student)
Elizabeth Fletcher/Chemistry-English

Eric Jensen/English

Maurice Mongkuo/Anthropology-Sociology
Cheryl A. Johnson/Anthropology
I am a pinball machine, Play me!
— Charlie

Nickolas Pappas/Mathematics-Philosophy

Barbara Belovich/Latin-History

Douglas Flam/Psychology

Wendy Rankin/History
Patricia Pfouts/Psychology

The bull, as he should be, is dead, and the man, as
he should be, is alive and with a tendency to
smile.
Ernest Hemingway Death in the
Afternoon

David Hoyle, Physics

The joy of living is his who has the heart to de
mand it.
Theodore Roosevelt

Samuel Woodhull Adams/History
Diana Poznanski/Political Science
Charlotte Holmes/Sociology

What was once an ideal has become a principle.

Gordon Bennett Buell/History
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I drink to make other people interesting.
— Ge orge ). Nathan

Barbara Hasl/English

The only perfect climate is bed.
— Frank C rowninshield

Kevin Tighe/English

Cast me upon some naked shore,
Where I maytracke
Only the print of some sad wrocke,
If thou be there, though the seas roare
I shall no gentler calm implore.
- Habington

Elizabeth Ann Vierow/E^story
Laura Cohen/History — English

Bobbie Frazer/History

Kathy Magan/Biology

Kenyon

HECKLER'S DRUGS

Gambier, Ohio 43022
ADDRESS CORRECTION REQUESTED
(USPS 931-480)

122 S. Main Street
397-5515

Congratulations
to the
Class of 1981

PRINTING ARTS
PRESS, INC.
Newark Road — P.O. Box 431
Mount Vernon, Ohio 43050
Phone (614)397-6106
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WILLIAMS
FLOWER
SHOP
Since 1922

Creative Designs
for
All Occasions
Dried and Permanent
Arrangements A
Specialty

THE
Ms}
VILLAGE
MARKET ^

Congratulations to the
Class of 1980
from

G. R. SMITH & CO.
Vine and Mulberry Streets
Mount Vernon
397-5747

Gaskin Avenue

392-2076
or
392-2086
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COLONIAL
MEN'S WEAR

427-2801
101 South Main Street, Mt. Vernon
Phone 397-7380

Quality Meats
and Produce

Hardware, Paints>
114 South Main St., Mt. Vernon

Congratulations
to the
Class of 1981
from

Traditional Clothing

Housewares

and Lawn

Supp'ies

Beer
Liquor

Ale
Soda

by
Austin-Reed, Zero King
Cricketeer, Lee

(ffiS) TRAVEL AGENCY
Domestic and World-wide Service

Congratulations
to the
Class of 1981
courtesy of

CONGRATULATIONS
CLASS OF '81

No Membership Fees or Dues

Complete Arrangements for
• Airline
• Steamship
• Cruises
• Hotels and Resorts
• Amtrak Tickets

• Auto Rentals
• Travelers Checks
U.S. and Foreign
• Travel Insurance
• Foreign Currency

AUTOMOTIVE
SUPPLIES INC,
309 South Mulberry
Mount Vernon

Phone 397-2091
1 Public Square
Mount Vernon, Ohio

So You Never Have To Travel Alone
\

MAVIS

RINGWALTS

SPORTING GOODS, INC.

Athletic Wear,
Equipment, Shoes

Next to the
Public Square
on S. Main

133 S. Main

Be Sure to Visit our
Hunting and Fishing
Shop, Too!
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A Fine Store
in a Fine Town

F1RST-KNOX
NATIONAL BANK
...where helping is a habit!
MOUNT VERNON, FREDERICK TOWN. DANVILLE. AND CENTE RBURG
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CONGRATULATIONS TOlbUR SONS
AND DAUGHTERS AT KENYON J,
Arlene and Alan Alda
Rev. and Mrs. Arthur W. Archer
Dr. and Mrs. Louis Bakay
Joe and Lois Baker
Dr. and Mrs. Ronald B. Berggren
Mr. and Mrs. James H. Berick
Mr. and Mrs. William J. Bro wn
Mrs. Rhoda Brownstein
Mr. and Mrs. Peter T. Buchanan
Mr. and Mrs. A. Joseph Caperna
Dr. George F. Catlett
Mr. and Mrs. Paul I. Coble
Ana Alvarez Conigliaro|M.S|\A£.
Mr. and Mrs. William J. fcor
Mr. and Mrs. Richard H.
Dr. and Mrs. John E. Da\
Elaine and Ed Disch
Carole Dotson
Constance R. and N. YounBDuHamel,
Jr.
Mr. ancyMrs. Clifford E. E|
Bob aJBBarbara Erskine
Dr. a^BMrs^H. Gene Ewi

Dr. and Mrs, Efn^sfS. Long
Mr. and Mrs* Arthur D. Lynn, Jr.
Mr. and MrsT^Hcan R. J. MacLec

Mr. and Mrs. James J. Fay
Donald R. Ford
Mr. and Mrs. Howard W. Geyer
George Granger
Dr. John P. Grant, Jr.
Donald H. and Carol M. Green
Mr. and Mrs. Donald M. Hassler II
Drs. George and Helene Hill
Mr. and Mrs. Robert L. Hooker
Mr. and Mrs. Robert F. Hunter
Mr. and Mrs. Richard A. Isabel
Dr. and Mrs. Fred Jameson
Russell and Grace Jones
Karla Zander Josephson
Edward Karkow, '51
Dr. and Mrs. James B. Katz
Mr. Maurice B. Keady, Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert N. Kent
Conrad R. Kohrs
Dr. and Mrs. Norman Kozokotl
Mr. and Mrs. Charles A. Lamb
Liz and Ron Levine
Mr. and Mrs. H. Gates Lloyt

Mr. and Mrs. David]
Anderson
Joe and Lois Baker
Mr. and Mrs. H. AJ
Mrs fcoflert C. Bli
Mr. J^mMrs. Rawnor FT. Blacik
Mr. afl Mrs. V»iam j •Brown
MFs. Bioda V\jF$erns •in
Mr. Ad Mrs.,
iperr
Mr. aH M^ Willi
Snd
Mr. anSUBs. Rob|
Mr. ang®r^ Rich

Suzanne and FjBfvard McCrady
Nancy Ann
Mr. and MrsJPrker L. Monroe II
Mr. and Mr*. F. Moorma
Mr. and Mm Edward Morgan
Mr. and SM. Harold L. Nelson
Peg and JBny Neri
Janice ajA! Scott Pierce
Dr. an Jftrs. George B. Rankin
ProfsMl. and J. R. Reite r
Mr. aflrl Mrs. Lawrence Fl. Rogers I
Dr. iR Mrs. Franklyn J. S imecek
LlyjRallett Simonds
Tmd Mrs. Stephen W. Smith
pi and Dorothy Standard
and Mrs. John B. Sweenev

\r. and Mrs. Clarence E. TJwnas
1r. and Mrs. Richard L.JJF™S
r Andre and Marcia Wjjjjpie
Dr. and Mrs. Bruct

jjhd Alison
•son
mm »
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I^Kne Ewy
BF G. Frazer, Jr.
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JUST ONE MORE

A very special thanks goes to Sam, Tommy, Ph'k

an

at PR, Cathy and Karen at the SAC, Cindy at R&L. Bill
Dodd's, Katie at Phvs. Ed., Keith Krusz, Mark Brown, no 01
at the Image Works, Mike Drozd, Stu Campbell and his/n
Toyota, and last, but not least, our Taylor Rep
the help of all of you the book would have been imp01"'
To my Mom and Dad I send my love, for their supp*""' an^
couragement kept me going throughout the year. T
again Bod, we couldn't have done it without you.
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